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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENAN,(E 

L DIALS 

220 

08SERVE A·64 

j8'r FOlLOW·UP 

jB', FOLLOW·UP 
OUTPUT GEARING 

Id DIALS 

S, DIALS 

OP 1064A 

DECK TILT CHECK TEST 
Preliminary setup 
1 Turn the power switch ON. 
2 Tum the control switch to SEMI-AUTO. 

Check the synchronization 
of the jl/r Follow-up 
1 Set Land Zd at 2000'. 
2 Set B'r at 0 °00', on the stable element 

dials. 

The Br ring dials should read 0 ° 00/. 
If Br does not read 0 °001

, check the jB'r 
follow-up and the connecting shaft lines. 

Check the Deck Tilt 
Component Solver 
1 Set B'r at 45 °. 
2 Observe clamp A-64 while turning L 

from 500' to 3500'. 

If movement of A-64 is observed, the vec
tor gear of the deck tilt component solver 
is incorrectly positioned. 

1 Set L at 2000'. 
2 Observe A-64 while turning B'r from 0° 

to 180 °. 

H movement of A-64 is observed, the L 
cam of the deck tilt componellt solver is 
incorrectly positioned. 

Check the Zd (L-L cos 28/r) 
Multiplier 
1 
2 
3 

Check that L is at 2000'. 
Set B'r at 0 °. 
Observe the jB'r follow-up output gear
ing for motion while turning Zd from 
500' to 3500', 

If motion is observed, the input rack of 
the Zd (L - L cos 28'r) multiplier is in
correctly positioned. 
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1 Set Zd at 2000'. 
2 Set B'r at 90 °. 
3 Observe the jB'r follow-up output gearing whjle turning 

L from 500' to 3500'. 

If there is motion at the j' Br follow-up output gearing. 
observe A-62, and again turn L from 500' to 3500'. 

If there is motion of A-62, the input rack of the L (L sin 
2B/r) multiplier is incorrectly positioned. 

If A-62 is stationary. but there is motion at the jB'r 
follow-up output gearing. the lead screw of the Zd (L -L 
cos 2B't) multiplier is incorrectly positioned. 

Check the L (L sin 28'r) Multiplier 
1 Set Zd at 2000'. 
2 Set B't at 0° . 
3 Turn L from 500' to 3500' and observe the jB'r follow

up. 

If there is motion of the jB't follow-up output gearing, 
the L sin 2B'r input rack of the L (L sin 2B'r) multi
plier is incorrectly positioned. 

1 Set Zd at 2000'. 
2 Set B'r at 45°. 
3 Turn L to 3200'. 
4 The Br ring dials should read 46 °21', Record the error. 
5 Turn L to 800'. 
6 The Br ring dials should read 46 °21', Record the error. 

If the Br ring dials do not read 46 ° 21' for both values of 
L, the lead screw of the L (L sin 2B'r) multiplier is 
incorrectly positioned. 
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VI DIALS Dd DIALS 

222 

OP l064A 

TRUNNION TILT CHECK TEST 
Making Ihe lesl 

1 Set Land Vsat 2000'. 
2 Match E and E2 as follows: 

Remove power leads C 1 and CC from· 
the Vi + Pe follow-up. Set VI + Pe at 
o and wedge the follow-up output gear
ing. Set I.V. at 2550 f.s. E2 will then 
remain equal to E for aU settings of E. 

3 Set E at 0 ° with sync E handcrank at 
CENTER. (E2 will also be zero. ) 
Ma tch the sync E dials at the fixed index 
with the sync E handcrank OUT. (Eb 
will then equal E since L equals 2000'.) 

4 Set Ds at 300 mils. 
5 Set Zd at 3200' in an increasing direc

tion. 
Read and record the values of Vz and 
Dd. 

6 Set Zd at 3200' in a decreasing direc
tion. 
Read and record the values of Vz and 
Dd. 

7 Continue the test in the same manner, 
setting Zd at 2600', 2000', 1400' and 
BOO'. 

a Repeat steps 5,6, and 7, with Ds at 400, 
500, 600~ and 700 mils. 

9 Repeat steps 4,5,6, 7, and B, with E, E2, 
and Eb at 30 °, then at 60 °. 

10 Compute and record the error for each 
reading. 

11 Compute the sum of the errors and the 
average error for Vz and Dd. Note the 
maxImum errors. 
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UNIT CHECK TESTS 

The necessary record forms for the Trunnion 
Tilt Test are provided in NAVORD Form 
1229. Samples of these sheets are shown 
below. 

TROUBLE ANALYSIS TESTS TRUNNION TILT CORRECTOR TEST 

READ Vz 

I Zd J200 2600 2000 1400 1 800 I 
I 0. 1 Zd CALCIREAOIERR CALCI READ J£RR CALC lREAoJERR CAulREAolERRl CALclREADI£RR I 

EANDE2A1'00 

INC 
JOO f-- -216 - "38 0 fl38 '276 

DCC 

l iND I 
400 1~ -1'8 -69 0 +69 , 4/38 

,I INC 
500 r-- 0 0 0 0 0 

DEC 

INC 1_
138 'I 600 

ID£.C 
fll8 +69 0 -69 

I 

'00 
INC 
~ f276 f/38 0 -138 I -276 
DlC 

E AND E2 AT 30 0 

1J 

, TROUBLE ANALYSIS TESTS TRUNNION TILT CORRECTOR TEST 

READ Dd 

E AND E2 AT 0° 

INC - 1/ '" - /I • - I,'" - J ,. -I Ii) 
0300 I---

32' J'2' 32' 32' 32' DEC 
INC -5° -5· -5- -5· - s· I ! 

400 I---
4-4' 44' 44' 44' 44' DEC 

INC 0° o· 0 -" o· 0 0 

500 I---
00' DEC 00' DO' 00' DO' I 

INC +5° 45° .5° ·5° -5° 
600 r---

44' 44' 44' 144' 44' DEC 
INC • I/0 f 110 I I }O .1 ,0 +/ID 

700 ~ 32' J2' 32' 32' 3Z-DEC 

E AND £2 AT .300 
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VI DIALS Vz FOll OW. UP Dd DIALS 

Vz DIALS 

A-63 

Va FOLLOW·UP 

224 

OP l064A 

Locating errors 
If the errors in both Dd and V z are excessive, 
V z should be checked first. 

NOTE: 
See page 222 for instructions on settine: E2 
and Eb. 

Checking Vz 

Check the Vz· Follow-up 
1 Set Ds at 500 mils. 
2 Set L, Zd, and Vs at 2000'. 
3 Set Eb at 0 °. 

The V z dial should read 00'. 
If the Vz dial does not read 00', check the 
V z follow-up and A-63. 

Check the ld rack 
of the ld -Ds Multiplier 
1 
2 
3 

Set Zd at 2000'. 
Set Ds at 100 mils. 
Turn Ds from 100 mils to 900 mils. 

There should be no movement of the V z 
dial while Ds is run from 100 to 900 mils. 
If the V z dial moves, the Zd input rack is 
incorrectly positioned. 

Check the Ds rack 
of the Zd· Ds Multip'-er 
1 Check A-114 and A-61 for tightness. 

Check the cut-out points of the Eb + V s 
intermittent drive (A-60). 
Set Ebat O. 
Set Vs at 1500'. 

2 Set Ds at 500 mils. 
3 Turn Zd from 800' to 3200' and observe 

the Vz dials for motion. 

If there is any motion of the V z dials the 
Ds rack of the Zd·Ds multiplier is incor
rectly positioned. 

RESTRICTED 
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Check the 
Id2 Ian ( b + Vs) Multiplier 
1 Set Ds at 500 mils. 
2 Set Vsat 2000'. 
3 Set L at 2000'. 
4 Set Eb at 60°. 
5 Set Zd at 800'. 

The Vz dial should read +316'. Record 
the reading. 

6 Turn Zd from 800' to 3200'. 

The Vz dial should again read +316'. 
Record the reading. 

If the V z dial readings are not equal, the 
square cam of the Zd.l tan (Eb + V s) 
multiplier is incorrectly positioned. 

If the V z dial readings are equal, but 
greater or less than +316/, the Eb + Vs 
cam of the Zd l tan (Eb + V s) mUltiplier 
is incorrectly positioned. 

A·20B 

A-32 

REmrOED 

zel" tan (Eb-t-v.) 
MULTIPLIER 

UNIT CHECK TESTS 

VII DIALS 

A-43 

Va FOllOW.UP 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE 

Dd fOLLOW·UP 

226 

OP l064A 

Checking Dd 

Check the Dd Follow-up 
1 Set Ds at 500 mils. 
2 Set Zd, L, and Vs at 2000'. 
3 Set E2 at 0°. 
4 Set Eb at 0°. 

NOTE: 
See page 222 for instructions on setting E2 
and Eb. 

The Dd dials should read 0°00'. 

If Dd does not read 0°00', check the Dd 
follow-up, A-33, A-21S and A-216. 

L-32 

Check the 
jDd Computer Rac:k and the· 
Dz Computer Vedor Gear 
1 Set Ds at 500 mils. 
2 Set Zd, L, and Vs at 2000'. 
3 Set Eb and E2 at 0 0

• 

4 The Dd dials should read O. 
5 Put the sync E handcrank at CENTER 

and increase E from 0° to 60°. 
The Dd dials should not move. 

If the Dd dials move, the Ds rack of the 
jDd computer is incorrectly positioned. 

6 Pull the sync E handcrank OUT and re
match the sync E dials at the fixed index. 
The Dd dials should not move. 

If the Dd dials move, the vector gear of 
the Dz computer is incorrectly positioned. 

RESTRIOED 
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Check the cam of the Dz (omputer 
1 Set Ds at 500 mils. 
2 Set E2 at 0°. 
3 Set Land Vs at 2000'. 
4 Set Eb at 60°. 
5 Check that E2 has remained at 0 ° . 
6 Set Zd at 800'. 

The Dd dial should read -30°34'. Compute the error. 
7 Set Zd at 3200'. 

The Dd dial should read +30°34'. Compute the error. 

Compare the two errors. They should be of like sign and 
equal magnitude. For .example: Readings of -30°31' 
and +30° 37' would be satisfactory (error equals +3' in 
each case). 

If the errors are unequal or of unlike sign, the Eb + V s 
cam of the Dz computer is incorrectly positioned. 

Check the cam of the jDd (omputer 
1 Check that Land Vs are at 2000'. 
2 Set Zd at 2000'. 
3 Set E2 at 60 ° . 
4 Set Eb at 0°. 
5 Check that E2 still equals 60 0

• 

6 Set Ds at 300 mils. 
The Dd dial should read _23 0 35', Compute the error. 

7 Set Ds at 700 mils. 
The Dd dial should read +23 ° 35'. Compute the error. 

Compare the two errors. They should be of like sign and 
equal magnitude. For example: Readings of -23°32' 
and +23°38' would be satisfactory (error equals +3' 
in each case) . 

If the errors are unequal or of unlike sign, the E2 + L 
-K·ZdL cam of the jDd computer is incorrectly posi
tioned. 

RESTRIOED 

TO Zd' tan (Eb+V.) 
MULTIPLIER 

UNIT CHECK TESTS 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE 

Defle(tion pred-(tion multiplier 
A-I02 All inputs at zero. Vi + Pe at 100 (010 on counter). 

Range below 500. 
Ds should read 500. 

A-131 Run range above 18,000. 
Ds should not change. 

A-133 Adjust range to set Ti/R2 at 0.00225. Set Sh at 300. 
Set A at 90. Ds should read 885. 
Set A at 270. Ds should read 115. 

Elevation predi(tion multiplier 
A-I03 A, BT, and Bws at 90. All other inputs at zero. 

VI + Pe at O. Range below 500. 
Vs should read 2000. 

A-134 Run range above 18,000. 
V s should not change. 

A-79 Adjust range to set Til R2 at 0.00215. 
Set dH at +100. Vs should read 2418.6. 
Set dH at -100. Vs should read 1581.4. 

Range predi(tion multipli r 
A-I04 A, BT, and Bws at 90. All other inputs at zero. 

Adjust range to set TI at 5.00 (050 on counter). 
Adjust E to set E2 about 79. 
R2 should equal cR. 

A-135 Run range to slightly under 18,000. 
R2 should follow, equalling cR at all values. 

OP l064A 

A-81 Wedge Ti at 40.00. Set cR at 10,000, E at 0, and Sh at 300. 

228 

Set A at O. R2 should read 3244. 
Set A at 180. R2 should read 16756. 
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RESTRICTED 

. 
SUMMARY OF UNIT CHECK TESTS 

Dead time rediction multiplier 
Ser. Nos. 780 an lower 
A-203 TA and dR at zero. 

R3 should equal R2. 
A-132 dR at zero. Run TA to 6. 

R3 should not change. 
A-188 TA at zero. Run dR ±450. 

R3 should equal R2. 

Dead lime prediction 
Sir. Nos. 781 and higher 

ultiplier 

A-203 All inputs at zero. Set F to equal TI. 
R3 should equal R2. 

A-132 Run F between limits. 
R3 should not change. 

A-18B F equal to TI. Run dR from -450 to +450. 
R3 should equal R2. 

Complementary error corrector 
A-ItO All inputs at zero. Vs handcrank OUT. 

Tum E until E2 equals 80.00. 
Changing Ds to either tOO or 900 should reduce E2 to the 
same reading. 

A-l07 Changing Ds to either 100 or 900 should reduce E2 to 67.25. 

Range rate corrector 
A-I08, A-I 09 All inputs at zero. Insert setting rod. 

Horizontal win co ponent solver 
A-IS 7 Swat zero. Mark YwAr follow-up. Change wind direction. 

YwAr should not change. 
A-I05 Bws at 90. Ds at 500. All other inputs at zero. Run Sw to 60. 

Y w Ar should not change. 

229 
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230 

Elevation w·nd component solver 
A-IOO Br and Bws at 90. Ds at 500. All other inputs at zero. 

Range near 17,000. 
Change E to run E2 near 80. 
R2 should not change. 

A-I06 Set £2 at 78.947. Run Ywgr between limits. 
R2 should not change. 

Train parallax 
A-52 Dd, B'ST, E2, and L at zero. R2 at maximum. 

Ph dial should read zero. 
A-243 Set E2 at 70". Run R2 to minimum. 

Ph should not change. 
A-49 Dd, B'ST, L, and E2 at zero. R2 at maximum. Change £2 from 

o to 90. 
Ph should not change. 

A-156 Dd, E2, and L at zero. B'sr at 90. R2 at 1560. 
Ph should read RIGHT. 3°40'. 

A-3 Dd, L at zero. B'Ar at 90. E2 at 60. R2 at 1560. 
Ph should read RIGHT 7°20'. 

Relative mo ion group 
A-524 dR limits ±450. 
A-163 So, Sh, dH, and £ at zero. Be and A at 90. 

dR should read zero. 
A-192 Sh at .O. Change A through 360°. 

dR should not change. 
A-127 So at O. Change Br through 360°. 

dR should not change. 
A-532 A at 90. Change Sh from 0 to 400. 

dR should not change. 
A-194 BT at 90. Change So from 0 to 45. 

dR should not change. 
A-123 £ at O. Change dH from -250 to +150. 

dR should not change. 
A-125, A-126 So, Sh, and dH at zero. Change £ from 0 to 85. 

dR should not change. 
A-128 £ at 60, Br at 90, A at 0, Sh at 400, So and dH at O. 

dR should read -200. 
A-126 Eat 30. A, BT, Sh, and So at zero. dH at -240. 

dR should be -120. 

OP 1064A 
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SUMMARY OF UNIT CHECK TESTS 

• 

Deck tilt section 
A-62 L, Zd, and B't at zero. 

Br should read zero. 
A-99 B't at 45. Change L from 500 to 3500. 

A-64 should not move. 
A-28 L at zero. Change B't through 360". 

A-64 should not move. 
A-64 B't and L at zero. Change Zd from 500 to 3500. 

jB'r should not change. 
A-57 B't at zero. Change L from 500 to 3500. 

A-62 should not move. 
A-Ill Zd at zero. B't at 90. Change L from 500 to 3500. 

iB't should not change. 
A-65 Zd at zero. B't at 45. Set L first at 800 and then at 3200. 

8r should read 46 0 21' in both cases. 

Trunnion fit section 
A-63 Ds, Eb, L, Zd, V s at zero. 

V z should read zero. 
A-113 Zd at zero. Change"Ds from 100 to 900. 

V z should not change. 
A-208 Ds, Eb, Vs at zero. Change Zd from 800 to 3200. 

V z should not change. 
A-112 Ds, L, and V s at zero. Eb at 60. Set Zd first at 800 and then 

at 3200. • 
Vz should read same value on plus side in both cases. 

A-32 Ds, L, and Vs at zero. Eb at 60. Set Zd first at 800 and then 
at 3200. 
Vz should read +316 in both cases. 

A-33 Ds, L, Zd, V s, Eb, E2 at zero. 
Dd should read zero. 

A-35 L, Zd, and V s at zero. Change Eb from 0 to 60. 
A-216 gearing should not move. 

A-36 Ds, L, Zd, V s at zero. Change E2 from 0 to 80. 
A-215 gearing should not move. 

A-34 L, Zd, and V s at zero. E2 at 60. 
Set Ds at 700. Dd should read +23°35'. 
Set Ds at 300. Dd should read -23°35'. 

A-61 Ds, V s, and L at zero. Eb at 60. 
Set Zd at 3200. Dd should read +30" 34'. 
Set Zd at 800. Dd should read -30 0 34'. 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE OP 1064A 

Part four 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

232 

Introduction 
This section serves as a reference for all adjustment points 

in the Computer Mk 1, Mods 0-4,6-10, 12, and 13, and the 
Star Shell Computer Mk 1, Mods 0,1, and 2. 

The introductory chapter on Covers gives information 
about the construction and securing devices of the coveTS and 
cover windows, together with precautions to be observed when 
removing, handling, and replacing these parts. 

All adjustment points and assembly damps are listed in 
numerical order for ready reference. The location, method of 
checking, and adjustment procedure are given for each adjust
ment. In most cases, the check and adjustment procedure de
pend upon other parts of the instrument being operative and 
in correct adjustment. 

The necessity for readjustment is made evident only through 
trouble analysis. The chapters which deal with analysis of test 
errors and unit check tests contain a carefully worked-out pro
cedure for locating adjustment trouble. Also, the chapters on 
removal and replacement of mechanisms contain lists of ad
justments to be remade or checked. In all of these cases the 
adjustment numbers are listed in a definite sequence which, 
when followed, will expedite the job. In order to avoid possible 
damage to the mechanism, it is advisable for all maintenance 
personnel, no matter how well experienced, to follow this 
sequence carefully. 

R£STRlaED 
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RESTRIaED 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

The partial schematic diagram which accompanies each 
adjustment is intended to show the units and other adjust
ments which would be affected. If any extensive readjustment 
is necessary, however, reference should be made to the com
plete schematic diagram in order to gain an over-aU picture 
of the job. 

It is not advisable to use the readjustment procedure as a 
reference if an instrument must be completely readjusted, 
that is, if it was dismantled and reassembled with all adjust
ment-clamps left loose. In such a case, refer to Factory Adjust
ment Procedure, page 815. 

The readjustm~nt procedure gives an individual check for 
each numbered adjustment. In the check, the necessary com
puter setup and procedure are given for determining the accu
racy of the adjustment. If the results of the check are unsatis
factory, the readjustment should then be made, using the same 
setup. 

In some cases, locational directions are given with respect to 
the right, left, front, or rear of the instrument. These should 
not be confused with the apparent right, left, front, or rear of 
any part of the instrument as viewed through an access open· 
ing. The directions used for reference are explained in the chap
ter On Covers. 
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In making most of the adjustments, it is helpful to make the 
clamp slip-tight. When a clamp is slip-tightened properly, the 
adjustment can be slipped with light pressure, but it is tight 
enough to hold while the check is made. In this way, critical 
adjustments can be made a little at a time, gradually approach
ing the correct position. Then, since the clamp is slip-tight, a 
slight additional turn of the clamping screw will make the 
clamp fully tight without disturbing the adjustment. 

Usually, when an adjustment is slip-tight, the related parts 
are brought into position by turning the gearing. A gear-pusher 
may be used for this purpose. Such a tool should be made of 
soft metal, such as aluminum, and should have a wedge-shaped 
end which can be applied to the base of a gear tooth in order to 
turn the gear. Never touch gear teeth with hard metal such as 
a screw-driver blade. 

When making setups of various quantities, it is often desir
able to wedge shaft lines in position temporarily. This may be 
done by inserting a wedge between the side of a gear and a fixed 
hanger or plate. The wedges may be of material such as linen 
bakelite. It is advisable to have a supply of wedges on hand 
for use during checks and readjustments. Avoid the use of bits 
of wood or metal, as they may leave chips in the instrument 
or damage finished surfaces. When using a wedge, make sure 
that the parts being wedged are substantial. Never wedge dif
ferentials or counters. Tl'ie wedge should be inserted with light 
pressure only, never hammered in place. If the proper location 
for wedging is selected, light pressure will create enough fric
tion to hold the line. 

OP 1064A 
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RESTRlaED 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

In making some adjustments, a dial indicator is used to meas
ure motion of parts. Any suitable indicator which reads to 
0.001 inch may be used. It should be clamped in place so as 
to read true motion of the part being observed. For example, 
in the adjustment of A-126, an indicator is used to measure 
motion of the dH sin E rack. If the type of indicator having a 
pivoted contact arm is used, the arm should be set perpendicu
lar to the direction of motion of the rack. If the plunger type 
of indicator is used, the plunger should be parallel to the direc
tion of motion of the rack. 

When an adjustment calls for setting -a synchro motor or 
generator on electrical zero, a standard motor (test synchro) 
should be used. Refer to page 183 for instructions on connect
ing a standard motor to the instrument wiring. If it is con
nected to a synchro motor, the standard motor may be used to 
hold the electrical zero position of the synchro while the adjust
ment is made. If it is connected to a synchro generator, the 
standard motor will indicate the position of the generator rotor, 
which may then be manually positioned at electrical zero by 
turning and wedging the gearing. 

. In the special case of the star shell differential generators, 
two standard motors may be used to set electrical zero. The 
stator leads of one standard motor are connected to the stator 
leads of the differential generator. This motor should be held 
on electrical zero. The stator leads of the other standard motor 
are connected to the rotor leads of the differential generator. 
This second motor will then indicate the position of the gen
erator rotor, which may be manually positioned at electrical 
zero by turning and wedging the gearing. When two standard 
motors are used in this way, it is important that both be ener
gized from the same source, with proper regard to polarity of 
the rotor leads. 
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STAR SHELL 
-41:---+--- COMPUTER 

FRONT COYER 

COYER 1 

_~-COVER 4 

JUNCTION BOX 
COYER 

OP 1064A 

The Computer Mark 1 has nine covers 
located as shown in the sketches. 

On later instruments, cover 1 has a 
small cover on the right side for access 
to the time motor regulator. 

Cover 9 is used only when a star shell 
computer is not supplied. 

The Star Shell Computer Mark 1 has 
three covers: one in front, one in rear, 
and one over the junction bOl~. 

Note that the Computer Mark 1 and 
the star shell computer do not face in 
the same -direction. The FRONT of 
the star shell computer faces in the 
direction of the LEFT side of the 
Computer Mark 1. Thus, the front 
cover of the star shell computer faces 
the left side of the computer, the rear 
cover faces the right side of the com
puter, and the junction box cover 
faces the rear of the computer. 

When repairs or adjustments are to 
be made inside the cpmputer, some Of 

all of the covers must be removed, but 
no cover should be kept off the com
puter unless work is actually in prog
ress under that particular cover. 

IESTRlom 
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TH'E COVER FITTINGS 
Studs and nuts are used to hold the covers in place 
except in special construction where socket head 
screws are used. The studs are threaded at each end 
and have an unthreaded section in the middle. They 
are permanently screwed into the computer frame 
and protrude through the holes in the covers. 

Cap nuts (usually called acorn nuts) are screwed on 
the studs to secure the covers in place. 

A cover washer and a lock washer are always tlsed 
between the cover and each acorn nut. 

Elongated acorn nuts are used for accessibility in
stead of regular acorn nuts on the four studs that se
cure cover 1 in the narrow space between the front 
and the rear sections of the computer. 

Socket-head screws are used where the sides of the 
top cover must be secured to a Bange of the lower 
unit. The socket-head screw goes through holes in 
the lower-unit flange, the upper-unit base plate, and 
the top-cover flange. A lug washer and a lock washer 
are used between the head of the screw and the flange, 
and a cover washer and lock washer are used between 
the acorn nut and,the cover. 

Dowels are used to position the covers that have 
handcranks on them: Covers 1, 2, and 3 on the Com
puter Mark 1, and the front cover of the star shell 
computer. A dowel is riveted to a cover and projects 
from it. The dowels fit snugly into holes in the com
puter case, thus positioning the covers accurately. 

Eyebolts are provided to lift the upper units of the 
computer off the lower units .• There are four of these 
eyebolts on cover 1 and four on cover 2. They go 
through the cover and the base plate of the upper 
lmit, and must be removed before removing covers 
1 and 2. 

A gasket made of rubber or neoprene is cemented 
into a small groove within a larger groove around 
the inside edge of each cover. The gasket protrudes 
about 1/8 inch from the larger groove. When the 
cover is tightened, the gasket is compressed and 
expands laterally into the larger groove. Sometimes 
the gaskets stick to the computer case. Graphite 
applied to the computer case wilt help prevent the 
gasket from sticking. 

RESTIIOED 
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SCREW DRIVER 

COVER 

COMPUTER 

Removing a cover 

OP l064A 

HANDCRANK POSITIONS FOR 
REMOV Al OF COVERS 

Lock all handcranks on the cover at their OUT or AUTO posi
tions. The handcranks come off with the cover. 
Remove all the cap nuts and washers around the cover. 
Before removing covers 1 and 2, tum the power switch OFF 
and take out the eyebolts at the corners. 
Put a screw driver into each undercut along the edge of the 
cover near the corners. Pry the cover loose gradually. Use the 
lifting handles on covers 1 and 2. Keep the cover straight while 
removing it. Be sure to clear all mechanisms before moving the 
cover sideways. 
The threads on the studs are sharp and may cause damage to 
body or clothing. It is advisable to replace the acorn nuts on the 
studs before working inside the computer. 
In order to remove cover 2 when the star shell computer is 
mounted on it, the star shell computer must be removed. 
CAUTION: Cover 1 is heavy and cumbersome. To avoid pos
sible damage to the mechanisms under this cover, four men 
should handle it during removal. 

Replacing a cover 
As soon as work is finished inside a unit of the computer, replace 
the cover of that unit to prevent dirt from getting inside. Before 
replacing a cover, inspect the cover gasket for damage. If there 
are breaks in the gasket, take it out, clean the contacting sur
faces, and cement a new one in its place. In replacing a cover 
with handcranks on it, make sure that all the handcranks are 
locked in their OUT or AUTO positions. Position the cover so 
that it goes on straight. If there are dowels in the cover, lubri
cate the dowels with grease and line up the cover so that the 
dowels slide easily into the holes in the case. Don't try to force 
the dowels into the holes. 
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Don't let the covers rest on the stud ends. This may 
strip the threads of the studs and damage the stud 
holes. The aluminum chips from the cover may 
then get into the computer. 

When the cover is on, finger-tighten all the cap 
nuts. Then tighten each nut slightly with a socket 
wrench. Go around the cover, tightening the nuts 
evenly until all the nuts are taken up securely. 
Tightening each nut fully as soon as it is put on a 
stud may warp the cover. 

CAUTION : Some of the handcrank gears are 
meshed in the OUT position. Make sure these gears 
are in mesh as the cover is being seated. Check the 
mesh by turning the handcranks. 

, e windows in the (overs 
The glass in the windows of the covers may have 
to be replaced occasionally because of discolora
tion or breakage. 

There are two types of windows: those that can be 
removed from the outside of the cover, and those 
that can be removed only from the inside of the 
cover. 

Windows' aHached to outside of a cover 
The windows that can be removed from the out
side are held between two frames: a bezel on the 
underside and a bezel adapter on the top. The ar
rangement of the watertight window gaskets is 
important. There is a rubber gasket between the 
bezel adapter and the glass, and a rubber gasket 
plus a fiber gasket between the glass and the bezel. 
Socket-head screws hold the assembly together. 

The window assembly is attached to the computer 
cover with socket-head screws which go through 
the rim of the bezel adapter and are threaded into 
the computer cover. 

To remove the glass window without removing the 
cover, it is necessary first to remove the entire as
sembly from the cover in order to get at the bezel 
screws on the underside of the assembly. 

-Windows aHached to inside of a cover 
When a window is attached to the inside of a cover, 
the glass can be removed only after the cover in 
which it is located has been removed. from the com
puter. A bezel usually holds the glass window 
against the inside of the cover and is secured in 
place by socket-head screws. 

An examination of each type of window assembly 
will show the order in which to remove the parts 
and put them together again. 

REmlaED 
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A·I COARSE to FINE SYNCHRO-Eb RECEIVER 

DIRECTOR ELEVATION 
RECEIVER 

A-50 

I 
I 
I 
J 
I 
I 

I I A-39 
• I 1o ______ .L _______ J 

location 
A-l is under cover 6, on the horizontal 
worm behind the coarse Eb synchro. 

Check 
Tum the power ON. 
Transmit Eb from the director. 
Allow the follow-up to synchronize. 
The coarse center contact ann on the 
receiver should be centered between 
the scissor contacts. 

Adjustment 
If the contact arm is not centered be
tween the scissor contacts, turn the 
power OFF, loosen A-l, and turn the 
worm until the contact is centered. 
Tighten A-I and recheck. 
Readjust A-SO. ' 

A·2 COARSE to FINE SYNCHRO-Co RECEIVER 

LOCATION OF A-2 
(HIDDEN) 

240 

location 
A-2 is under cover 5, on the horizontal 
worm which meshes with the gear of 
the coarse Co synchro. 

The clamp is 3 inches to the rear of 
the lower right end of the hanger on 
which a resistor is mounted, a,nd 1/2 
inch above the receiver mounting 
plate. It is visible only with a mirror 
and a pencil light. 
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Tum the power ON. 
Transmit Co from the gyro compass 
to the computer. 
Put the Co handcrank in the OUT 
position. 
Allow the follow-up to synchronize. 
Turn the control switch to LOCAL. 

The coarse contact arm should be cen
tered between the scissor contacts on 
the receiver. Since it is difficult to ob
serve the scissor contacts, check them 
by pushing the fine contact arm to 
each limit and observing, on the Br 
dials, the amount the follow-up drives 
each way from the centralized point. 

Adjustment 
If the follow-up does not drive about 
the same amount in each direction, 
approximately 3 0 on the BT dials, 
loosen A-2. Reach A-2 by inserting a 
short screw driver between the hous
ing of the differential and the post 
mounting the scissor arm contacts. 
Turn the worm until the coarse con
tact arm is centered. The centered p0-

sition can be determined only by the 
trial and error method. 
Tighten A-2. 
Readjust A-l 79. 

A-3 Ph COMPUTER to E2 +L LINE 

Loc:ation 
A-3 is under cover 7, below the Ph 
computer. It may be seen by looking 
down at an angle past the lower end 
of the coarse E'S indicating trans
mitter. 

Turn the power OFF. 
Set Dd at 0 ° and wedge the line. 
Set B'T and B'ST at 90 0

• 

RESTRIOED 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

SHIP COURSE RECEIVER 
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Tf BAllISTIC ___ _ 

COMPUTER 

R2 MASTER 
COUNTER IN 
Tf BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

TRAIN 
PARALLAX 

COMPUTER 

A·517 

• 

OP 1064A 

Set the R2 master counter at 1560 
yards and wedge the line. 
Set E2 at 6'0 0

• 

Set L at 2000' on the computer dials. 
The Ph dial should read RIGHT 
7 0 20', 

All Mods 0, and some early Mods 1 
and 2, have Ph dials graduated in 
minutes. All others have Ph dials 
graduated in degrees and minutes. 

TRAIN 
PARALLAX 

TRANSMITTER 

Adjustment 
If the Ph dial does not read RIGHT 
7 0 20' make A-3 slip-tight. Turn the 
small gear under A-3 until the dial 
does read 7 ° 20'. 
Tighten A-3 and recheck. 
Remove wedges. 
Check A-52. 

A-4 COARSE to FINE SYINCHRO
Elg AUTO TRANSMITTER 

WORM ____ _ 

A·4 

TURN TO SET 
fiNE DIAL 

242 

E'g AUTO TRANSMITTER DIALS 

Location 
A-4 is under cover 6, on the worm be
neath the E'~ coarse auto transmitter 
dial. 

Check 
When the coarse dial reads 20, the fine 
dial should read 00. 
Check A-S 13 and A-S 14 before read
justing A-4. 
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Adjustment 
If the dials do not agree, tum the in
put shaft of the coarse auto transmit
ter until the coarse dial reads 20. 
Loosen A-4. Hold the worm to keep 
the coarse dial at 20 and turn the shaft 
until the fine dial reads 00. Tighten 
A-4 and recheck. 

Note 
There are six different graduations 
marked 00 on the fine dial. Check 
that the electrical zero graduation 
lines up with the 20 graduation on the 
coarse dial (A-S 14). 
Check A-S 1 and A-S. 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

E'g 
TRANSMmER 

DIALS COARSE 

AUTO 

fiNE 

E'g 
~ __ -I TI(ANSMITTERS 

A'S 

INDIC. 

COARSE 

A-S IElg INDICATING 10 IElg AUTO TRANSMlnER 

Location 
A-S is under cover 6, on the bevel gear 
below the E' g auto transmitter dials. 

Check 
The E'R indicating transmitter dials 
should read the same value as the E'R 
auto transmitter dials. 

RESTRlaED 

--- VERTICAL 
SHAfT 
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A-6 

244 

E'g TRANSMITTER OIAlS 
COARSE 

~ A~13 • 
A--4 fiNE 

A..5 

A-6 

• COARSE 

~ 
A·51.5 

AUTO 

E'g 
TRANS

MITTERS 

INDIC. 

Adjustment 

If the dial readings do not agree, loos
en clamp A-S. 

Turn the vertical shaft below the 
clamp until the indicating transmitter 
dials read the same value as the auto 
transmitter dials. 

Tighten A-S and recheck. 

Check A-51 and A-6. 

COARSE to FINE SYNCHRO
E/g INDICATING TRA NSMITTER 

A·6 

VERTICAL 
SHAFT 

location 

A-6 is under cover 6, on the worm to 
the coarse E' g indicating transmitter. 

When the coarse dia I reads 20, the fine 
dial should read 00. 
Check A-SIS and A·S16 before read
justing A-6. 

• 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

Adjustment E' 8 TRANSMITTER DIALS 
COARSE 

If the dials do not agree, tum the in
put shaft of the coarse indicating 
transmitter until the coarse dial reads 
20. Loosen A-6. Hold the worm to 
keep the coarse dial at 20, and turn 
the shaft until the fine dial reads 00. 

Tighten A-6 and recheck. 

Note 

There are six different graduations 
marked 00 on the fine dial. Check that 
the electrical zero graduation lines up 
with the 20 graduation on the coarse 
dial (A-S 16). 

Check A-S and A-S l. 

A-7 

Location 

COARSE to FINE SYNCHRO
BIgr AUTO TRANSMITTER 

A-7 is on the worm beneath the coarse 
B'SF auto transmitter dial. 

Check 

When the coarse dial reads 0 0
, the fine . 

dial should also read 0 0
• 

Check A-S09 and A-S 1 0 before read
justing A-7. 

RESTRIOED 

A-SIS 

COARSE 8'9' AUTO 
TRANSMITTER 
DIAL 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTINANCE 

a'9 f 

TRANSMITI£R DIALS 

"'-511 

COARSE 

OP 1064A 

Adjustment 

Set the coarse B' ~r auto dial at 0 0
• 

Loosen A-7. 

Hold the worm and turn the shaft un
til the fine dial reads 0 0

• Tighten A-7 
and recheck. 

Check A-68. 

A-8 Blgr INDICATING to Blgr AUTO TRANSMlnER 

A-8 

VERTICAL-___ _ 

SHAfT 

8'9f INDICATING 
DIALS 

246 

LCKation 

A-8 is under cover 8. 

Check 

The B' gr auto and indicating trans
mitter dial readings should agree. 
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Adjustment 

If the dial readings do not agree, 
loosen A-8 and turn the shaft below 
the clamp until the B'ST indicating 
dials read the same value as the B' ~r 
auto dials. 

Tighten A~8 and recheck. 

Check A-68. 

A·9 

Location 

COARSE to FINE SYNCHRO -
B'gr INDICATING TRANSMITTER 

A-9 is under cover 8, on the worm to 
the coarse B' ~r indicating transmitter. 

Check 
When the coarse dial reads OC, the fine 
dial should read 0 0

• 

Check A-Sll and A-S12 before read
justing A-9. 

RESTRICTED 
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I' 9r TRANSMITTER DIALS COARSE 

AUTO 

lS ' sr 
TRANSMITTERS 

FINE 

INDIC. 

OP 1064A 

Adjustment 
Set the coarse B' AT indicating dial at 
0 .0 . Loosen A-9. Hold the worm and 
turn the vertical shaft until the fine 
dial reads 0 0

• 

Tighten A-9 and recheck. 

Check A-B. 

A·l0 COARSE to FINE SYNCHRO-Blr RECEIVER 

A·IO - --_ _ -, 

8'9r DIALS 

SCISSOR CONTACTS 

A·I O 

248 

, 
• I , , l ______________ -_ -_I 

: I 

... ·98 

B'r RECEIVER 

A-53 

... ·54 

Location 
A- lOis under cover B, on the worm be
hind the coarse B'T receiver. 

Check 
Turn the power ON. 
Turn the control switch to SEMI
AUTO. 
Transmit B'T from the director, and 
allow the follow-up to synchronize. 
The coarse center contact on the re
ceiver should be centered between the 
scissor contacts. 

Adjustment 
If the contact arm on the coarse re
ceiver is not centered between the 
scissor contacts, loosen A-IO and turn 
the worm until the arm is centered. 
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To check the setting, push the fine con
tact arm to each limit and observe the 
displacement of the B' gr dials. If the . 
contact is centered, the displacement 
will be equal. 

Tighten A-IO and recheck. 

Check A~98. 

A-II ASSEMBLY CLAMPS 

location 
Three assembJv clamps numbered 
A-ll are located under cover 7. One 
is located on each of the three servo 
motor output shafts: Dd, jB'r, and V z. 

Check 
If an A-II clamp is loose, the servo 
may run away; that is, it may drive 
without limitation. 

It will not drive the associated gear 
train because of slippage of the gear 
on which A-II is mounted. 

Adjustment 
Tighten A-It. 

SIGNAL 

RESTRIOED 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

j8'r FOLLOW·UP Vz fOLLOW-UP A-II A·II 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE OP 1064A 

A-12 FRICT'ION IBRAKES to SYNC E HANDCRANK 

ACCESS TO A -12 

250 

BRAKES AND 
CAM SHAFT 
(HIDDEN) 

IN POSITION 

REAR BRAKE RelEASED 

1f16 TO If, I.NCH 
CLEARANCE 

CENTER POSITION 

REAR BRAKE APPLIED 

Location 
A-12 is under cover 6, about 12 inches 
in, and is reached through an access at 
the upper front of the Ph transmitter. 
The brakes and cam shaft can be seen 
by removing cover 7 and looking into 
the computer directly above the L 
dials. 

Che(k 
Put the sync E handcrank IN and 
compare the position of the rear cam, 
nearest the back of the instrument, 
with the corresponding sketch of the 
cam, shown below. Do the same with 
the sync E handcrank in the CEN
TER' then in the OUT position. 

With the sync E handcrank IN, the 
rear friction hrake should be released 
and the front friction brake applied. 
With the handcrank in the CENTER 
and OUT positions, the rear brake 
should be applied, and the front brake 
released. 

~-
1/16 TO If, INCH 
CLEARANCE 

OUT POSITION 

REAR BRAKE APPLIED 

RELA TlVE POSITIONS Of REAR ROLlER AND CAM 
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Adjustment 
If the cams are adjusted incorrectly 
so that the brakes are applied and re
leased improperly, put the sync E 
handcrank in the CENTER position. 
Make A-12 slip-tight. Using a gear 
pusher made of soft material such as 
aluminum, turn the bevel gear below 
A-12 until the rear cam is in the 
proper position shown in the sketch. 
Tighten A-12 and check the positions 
of the cam against the sketches when 
the sync E handcrank is at the IN and 
the OUT positions. 

DIP 
DIALS 

READJUSTMENT PROaDURE 

l·12 

____ .I 

A-13 SYNCHRONIZING THE Vf + Pe FOLLOW-UP 
lCKation 
A-13 is under cover 4, in the Vi + Pe 
ballistic computer. 

Check 
Refer to the N.LO. final test sheet for 
the particular unit being checked. 
Turn the power ON. 
Set E2 and R2 at values given on the 
N.I.O. final test sheet. 
Read the V I + Pe unit counter and 
note any variation from the corres
ponding values recorded on the test 
sheet. 
If the Vi + Pe value is consistently 
less or consistently Areater than the 
recorded value, A-13 is in error and 
should be readjusted. 

E2 COUNTER 

A·15 

RESTRICTED 

Vf -+ Pe BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

E2 COUNTER 

A-13 

._ .. _ .... ___ ijIIj.IIII(II.!III .... ~ Vf : Pe COUNTER 

Vf + Pe COUNTER 
A·17 

R2 COUNTER 
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A-14 VI + Pe COUNTER to L·22 

Vf I- Pe BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER -~-

A·I4--:

V, + Pe COUNTER - -+-

A·13 

252 

OP l064A 

Adjustment 
Loosen A-13. Turn the gear on which 
it is mounted to synchronize the fol
low-up at the correct value of V I + Pe. 
Tighten A-13. 

Refer to the N.I.O. final test sheets and 
run the complete test of the V I + Pe 
ballistic computer. 

If necessary, A-13 may be readjusted 
slightly to improve the readings. 

l·22 

Loc:ation 
A-14 and L-22 are under cover 4, in 
the VI + Pe ballistic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Turn the VI + Pe ballistic computer 
output gearing from limit to limit. 

The V I + Pe counter should read 0' at 
the lower limit, and 2500' at the up
per limit. (On Mods 8 and 12, the 
limits are 0' and 1800'.) 

Adjustment 
Loosen A-14. 
Slip the counter to the correct reading. 
Tighten A-14 and recheck. 
Check A-13 and A-82. 

Vf + P. COUNTER 

A.a2 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-1S E2 COUNTER 10 VI + Pe BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

location 
A-IS is under cover 4. in the V J + Pe 
ballistic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Set E2 and R2 at the values listed on 
the setting rod legend plate. 

Loosen A-209 on the VI + Pe follow
up damper. Push the damper to the 
end of the shaft. 

Insert a 3/ 16-inch setting rod through 
the casting. follower arm, and cam. If 
it is necessary to change the E2 input 
to insert the setting rod, A-IS is upset 
and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
With the setting rod inserted, loosen 
A-IS. Turn the E2 counter until it 
reads the value specified on the legend 
plate. Tighten A-I S and recheck. 

Remove the setting rod. 

Replace the damper on the follow-up 
and tighten A-209. 

Check that E2 can be varied from 0 0 

to 90°. 

Check A-13 and A-8S. 

1:2 COUNTER 

A-85 A-15 Vf -I P. BAlliSTIC COMPUTER 

A-16 

RESTRIOED 

A·209 

DAMPER 

_~ E2 COUNTER 

""---_ A-15 

Vf -l Pe BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

A-IJ 

",.17 

R2 COUNTER 
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A-16 R2 COUNTER to L-23 

L-23 

Vf -I- Pe BALLlSTlC-~ 
COMPUTER 

R2 COUNTER --~:r' 

E2 COUNTER 

Vf + P. BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

O'1064A 

lCKation 
A-16 and L-23 are under cover 4, in 
the VI + Pe ballistic computer. 

Check 
Tum the power OFF. 
Loosen A-7S. 
Turn the R2 input to the V I + Pe bal
listic computer from limit to limit. 
The R2 counter should read 300 yards 
at the lower limit and 18,200 yards at 
the upper limit on Mods 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 
and 13. On Mods 0, 1, 2, and 9, the 
limits are 1,300 and 18,200 yards. On 
Mods 8 and 12, the limits are 300 and 
20,200 yards_ 

Adjustment 
If the R2 counter does not read the 
proper values, loosen A-16. 

Turn the R2 counter gearing until the 
limits are correct. Tighten A-16 and 
recheck. 

Readjust A-7S. 

CheckA-13. 

~)o+o()~~~~ 
I I L ____ J 

R2 COUNTER 
A-17 
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READJUSTMENT PROaDURE 

A·17 R2 COUNTER 10 VI + Pe BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

Location 
A-17 is under cover 4, in the Vi + Pe 
ballistic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Set E2 and R2 at the values listed on 
the legend plate. 

Loosen A-209 on the Vi + Pe foHow
up damper, and push the damper to 
the end of the shaft. 

Insert a 3/ 16-inch setting rod through 
the casting, follower arm, and cam. If 
it is necessary to change the R2 input 

_ to insert the setting rod, A- I 7 is upset 
and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
With the setting rod inserted, loosen 
A-I 7. Turn the R2 counter gearing 
until the counter reads the value spe
cified on the legend plate. 

Tighten A-I 7 and recheck. 
Remove the setting rod. 
Replace the damper on the follow-up 
and tighten A-209. 
Check A-16, A-75, and A-13. 

E2 COUNTER 

Vf + P. BALLISTIC COMPUTER 
A-IS 

A-16 

RESTRIaED 

~~ I 1] IU COUNTER 
A-17 

DAMPER 

A-209 
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COMPUTER 
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R2 COUNTER 

A.17 
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A-18 SYNCHRONIZING THE Tf FOLLOW-UP 

E2 COUNTER 

If BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER __ _ 

1.·18 

E2 COUNTER 

1..20 Tf BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

L·25 

1.·21 

256 

Location 
A-IS is under cover 4, in the TI ballis
tic computer. 

Che(k 
Refer to the N.I.O. final test sheet for 
the particular unit being checked. 

Turn the power ON. 

Set E2 and R2 at the values given on 
the N.I.O. final test sheet. 

Read the Tf unit counter and note any 
variation from the corresponding val
ues recorded on the test sheet. If the 
Tf value is consistently less or con
sistently sreater than the recorded 
value, A-IS is in error and should be 
readjusted. 

Adjustment 
Loosen A-IS. Turn the gear on which 
it is mounted to synchronize the fol
low-up at the correct value of Tf. 
Tighten A-IS. 

Refer to the N.LO. acceptance test 
sheets and run the complete test of the 
Tf ballistic computer. If necessary, 
A-18 may be readjusted slightly to 
improve the readings. 

Tf COUNTER 

COUNTER 

RESTRICTED 
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A-19 Tf COUNTER to L-24 

Lo(ation 
A-I9 and L-24 are under cover 4, in 
the TI ballistic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 

Turn the TI ballistic computer output 
gearing from limit to limit. 

The TJ counter should read 0.60 sec
ond at the lower limit and 60.60 sec
onds at the upper limit, on Mods 3, 4, 
6, 7, 10, and 13. On Mods 0, 1,2, and 
9, the limits are 1.BO and 6I.BO sec
onds. On Mods Band 12, the limits 
are 0.60 to 50.6 seconds. 

Adjustment 
Loosen A-19. Slip the C'Ounter to the 
correct reading. Tighten A-19 and re
check. Check A-I8 and A-BO. 

l·24 A.I9. 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

Tf BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

L--_--A·19 

Tf COUNTER 

A.18 A 80 
I , 
: I ,----------, 

Tf FOLlOW·UP 
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A-20 E 2 COUNTER to Tf BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

A-209 ------

Tf BAlliSTIC 
COMPUTER 

R2 COlINTE:fl.....--

258 

L·25 

E2 COUNTER 

"·20 

A·21 

Tf BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

location 
A-20 is under cover 4, in the TI ballis
tic computer. 

Chetk 
Tum the power OFF. 
Set E2 and R2 at the values listed on 
the legend plate. Loosen A-209 on the 
TI follow-up damper, and push the 
damper to the end of the shaft. 
Insert a 31 16-inch setting rod through 
the casting, the follower arm, and the 
cam. If it is necessary to change the 
E2 input to insert the rod, A-20 is up
set and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
With the setting rod inserted, loosen 
A-20. Tum the E2 counter until it 
reads the value specified on the legend 
plate. Tighten A-20 and recheck. 

Remove the setting rod. 

Replace the damper on the follow-up 
shaft. and tighten A-209. 

Check that E2 can be varied. from 0 ° 
to 90°. 

Check A-18 and A-84. 

A-22 

A-18 

Rl 
COUNTER 

RESTRIOED 
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A-21 R 2 COUNTER to L·25 

location 
A-21 and L-25 are under cover 4, in 
the TI ballistic computer. 

Check 
Tum the power OFF. 
Loosen A-74, and readjust later. 
Turn the R2 input to the TI ballistic 
computer from limit to limit. 
The R2 counter should read 300 
yards at the lower limit and 18,200 
yards at the upper limit, on Mods 3, 4, 
6,7,10, and 13. On Mods 0, 1,2, and 
9, the limits are 1,300 and 1~200 
yards. On Mods 8 and 12, the limits 
are 300 and 20,200 yards. 

Adjustment 
If the R2 counter does not read the 
proper value, loosen A-21. 

Tum the R2 counter gearing until the 
limits are correct. Tighten A-21 and 
recheck. 

Readjust A-74. 

Check A-18. 

A-8-4 

L-25 

E2 COUNTER 

A·20 

A-21 

Tf BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A·18 

1.-22 R2 

Tf BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

l-25 

R2 COUNTER 

A-21 

'----------------...... COUNTER 
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-22 R2 COUNTER to Tf BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

A-209 ---..-:;;.;:1 

DAMPER - - -tlt-:":l 

E2 COUNTER 

A-22 

1:2 COIJNT R 

A·20 

. A·21 

260 

Tf BAlliSTIC COMPUTER 

Location 
A-22 is under cover 4. in the Tf ballis
tic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 

Set E2 and R2 at the values listed on 
the legend plate. 

Loosen A-209 on the TI follow-up 
damper, and push the damper to the 
end of the shaft. 

Insert a 3 / 16-inch setting rod through 
the casting, the follower arm, and the 
cam. If it is necessary to change the 
R2 input to insert the rod, A-22 is up
set, and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
With the setting rod inserted, loosen 
A-22. Turn the R2 counter until it 
reads the value specified on the legend 
plate. Tighten A-22 and recheck. 

Remove the setting rod. 

Replace the damper on the follow-up, 
and tighten A-209. 

Check A-21, A-74, and A-lB. 

_1 Y1 ~~UNTEII 
A-22 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-28 DECK TILT COMPONENT SOLVER to L DIALS 

location 
A-28 is under cover 6 directly behind 
the L dials. 

Check 
Remove leads 1 Band 1 BB from the 
Dd follow-up. Turn the follow-up out
put gearing to set Dd at 0 0

, and wedge 
the line. 

Turn the power ON. Turn the control 
switch to LOCAL. 

Set L at 2000'. 

Use the generated bearing crank in 
the OUT position to set Blr at 0 °, as 
read on the B' gr dial. 

Set up a dial indicator to measure mo
tion of the L cos 28' r rack of the deck 
ti!t component solver. This rack, 
which moves vertically, is accessible 
under cover 7, below the V z follow-up, 
about four inches in. 

Observe the indicator while turning 
B'r from 0 0 to 180 0

• The indicator 
reading should not change during the 
rotation of the vector gear. In most 
cases, however, it is inadvisable to re
adjust A-28 unless the total indicator 
movement exceeds 0 .002 inch. 

Adjustment 
Make A-28 slip tight. 
Set B'r at 45 0 and note the reading of 
the dial indicator. 
Turn B'r from 45 0 to 0 °. Then turn 
the L shaft line until the indicator has 
its original reading. Hold the L shaft 
line and bring the computer L dials to 
2000' by turning the square mounting 
plate behind the dials. Tighten A-28 
and recheck. 
Turn the the power OFF. 

RESTRIOED 

L LINE FROM 
STABLE ElEMENT 

___ l DIALS 

:----- Dd AT 0" 

L cos 28'r RACK 
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Remove all wedges. 
Remove the dial indicator. 
Replace the Dd power leads. 
Check A-58, A-601, A-64,A-57, A-65, 
A-34, A-227 J A-3, A-90, and A-91. 

262 

SYNC E 
DIALS 

A.57 

A·3 

A·227 

A·34 

SYNC E 
HANDCRANK 

OP 1064A 

l ·12 

TO DECK TILT 
MULTIPLIERS 

L sin 28'r 

L - L cos 28'r 

E2 + L 

TO TRAIN PARALLAX 
COMPUTER 

E2 .. L 

TO ELEVATION 
PARALLAX 
COMPUTER 

TO JDd 
COMPUTER 
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A-29 Vz DIALS to L-34 
location 
A-29 is under cover 6, on the shaft to 
the Vz dials. It is reached through an 
access hole in the upper right corner. 
L-34 can be seen under cover 7, near 
the output of the Vz follow-up. It is 
mounted in a vertical position with 
the upper limit of V z, + 1860', at the 
top, and the lower limit of Vz, -2940', 
at the bottom. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 

Turn t:he V z follow-up output gearing 
until the lower limit of L-34 IS 

reached. 
The Vz dials should read -2~40/. 

Turn the follow-up output gearing 
until the upper limit of L-34 is 
reached. 
The Vz dials should read + 1860', 

Adjustment 
If the limits are not correct, make 
A-29 slip-tight. Hold the stop at one 
limit and slip the dials to the proper 
reading by turning the square mount
ing plate behind the dials. Tighten 
A-29 and recheck at the other limit. 
Check A-63 and A-S1. 

Zd· 05 

Zd l tan (fb • Vs) 

RESTRlaED 

t 
I ,-_ .. -----, 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

Vz FOlLOW-UP 
OUTPUT GEAR 

Vs VI. 
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A·30 Zd DIALS to L·17 

Zd DIAL 

264 

OP 1064A 

location 
A-30 is under cover 8, directly behind 
the Zd dials. 

L-I 7 is located under cover 7, on the 
rear deck plate about 12 inches in. 
The upper limit is toward the left of 
the computer. 

Check 
Loosen A-603. 
Turn the Zd shaft line to run L-17 
from one limit to the other. 
The Zd dials should read 480' at 
the lower limit and 3520' at the upper 
limit. 

IMPORTANT 
If either limit cannot be reached, it is 
possible that A-1l2, A-35, A-1l3, or 
A-Ill is in error. 
Determine which clamp is in error 
and loosen it. 

Adjustment 
If the Zd dials do not show their prop
er values at the stop limits, make A-30 
slip-tight. 
Set the Zd dials at their proper read
ing by holding the Zd input against 
the stop and turning the square 
mounting plate behind the Zd dials. 
Tighten A-30 and recheck by running 
Zd to the other limit. 
Readjust A-603 and any other clamps 
loosened. 
Check A-1l2, A-3S, A-II3 and A-
111. 

TO Zd • O. M UL TIPlI ER 

TO Zd2 loft (Eb + VI) MULTIPLIER 

TO OECk TILT MULTIPLIER 
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A-31 Dd DIALS to L-32 

location 
A-31 is under cover 8, on the Dd dial 
group shaft behind the Dd dials. 
L-32 can be seen through a 2-inch 
hole above the damper of the j8'r 
follow-up motor. The upper limit is 
toward the left of the computer. 

(Jheck 
Turn the power OFF. 
Turn the Dd follow-up output gear 
until the upper limit of L-32 is 
reached. The Dd dials should read 
+ 120°. 
Turn the gear in the opposite direc
tion to reach the lower limit of L-32. 
The Dd dials should read -120 0 . 

Adjustment 
If the Dd dials do not read the correct 
values, hold the stop against one limit, 
loosen A-31, and set the dia~s at the 
proper value. 
Tighten A-31 and recheck by turn
ing the Dd follow-up output gear un
til the other limit is reached. 
Split any overtravel. 
Check A-68 and A-33. 

RESTRICTED 

Dd DIAL 

A-31 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

DIRECTION TO 
UPPER LIMIT 
OF L-32 

____ ACCESS 

TO L-32 
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A-32 Zd2 tan (Eb+Vs) MULTIPLIER to Eb+Vs LINE 

A·32 -----Ir--=-II: 

SPUR GEAR 

266 

Zd2 tan (Eb + Va) 
MULTIPLIER 

Note 
A-112, A-113, A-20B, and A-63 
should be checked before readjusting 
A-32. 

location 
A-32 is under cover 7, below the com
pensator assembly on the V z servo 
motor. 

Ch.k 
Turn the power ON to energize the 
Vz follow-up. 
Set L at 2000'. 
Set E at 60 0 with the sync E hand
crank at CENTER; then pull the 
handcrank OUT and match the sync 
E dials at the fixed index. 
Set V s at 2000'. 
Set Ds at 500 mils. 
Set Zd at 3200'. 
The Vz dials should read +316'. 

Adjustment 
If the Vz dials do not read +316', 
make A-32 slip-tight. 
Turn the spur gear next to the clamp 
until the Vz dials read 316'. 
Tighten A-32. 
Recheck with Zd at 800' The V z dials 
should again read +316'. Split any 
error. 

Vz DIALS 

A·29 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-33 SYNCHRONIZING THE Dd FOLLOW-UP 

Note 
A-31 should be checked before read
justing A-33. 

Location 
A-33 is under cover 7, below the com
pensator assembly on the Dd follow
up. 

Check 
Turn the power ON to energize the 
Dd follow-up. 
Set Ds at 500 mils. 
Set V sat 2000'. 
Set L at 2000'. 
Set Zd at 2000'. 
Set E2 at 0°. 
Set Eb at 0°. 
The Dd dials should read 0°, 

Adjustment 
If the Dd dials do not read 0 0, make 
A-33 slip-tight. 
Turn the spur gear next to A-33 until 
the Dd dials read 0 0

• 

Tighten A-33 and recheck. 

-A-215 
Dd DIALS 

A-503 

-A-31 

~ ______ .~~~~~A~-l~l~ ________ .. ________ _ 

• ________ J 
l-32 
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A-34 jDd COMPUTER to E2 + L - K· Zd2 LINE 

ACCESS TO 
E2 L - K • zcY 
CAM 

jDd 
COMPUTER 

268 

ACCESS TO A-34 

Location 
A-34 is under cover 7. It is reached 
through an access at the lower right. 

Check 
Turn the power ON to energize the 
Dd follow-up motor. 
Set L at 2000'. 
Set Zd at 2000'. 
Set Ds at 750 mils. 
Set E2 at 60° . 
The Dd dials should read +30 °00'. 

Adjustment 
If the Dd dials do not read +30 "00', 
make A-34 slip-tight. 

Turn the E2 + L- K·Zd' cam until the 
Dd dials read +30°00'. 

Tighten A-34 and recheck. 

RECHECK: With Ds at 250, the Dd 
dials should read - 30 '0 00'_ Split any 
error. Check A-33. 

Dd DIALS 

L-32 

RESTRICTED 
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-35 Dz COMPUTER to Zd DIALS 

lo(ation 
A-35 is under cover 7. It can be 
reached through a hole above the 
damper on the jB' r follow-up. 

Check 
Turn the power ON. 
Set Ds at 500 mils. 
Set Vs at 2000'. 
Set L at 2000'. 
Set Zd at 2000'. 
Turn the Eb line, using the sync E 
handcrank in the OUT position. 
Full travel of the Eb line should cause 
no movement of the output rack of 
the Dz computer. 
Mark the Dd follow-up output gear 
for use as an indicator to check for 
any motion of the Dz output rack. 

Adjustment 
If there is any motIOn of the Dd fol
low-up output gearing, slip-tighten 
A-35. Adjust the slot in the vector 
gear to a horizontal or zero position 
by turning the vector gear with a gear 
pusher. At the zero position there will 
be no movement of the Dd follow-up 
output gearing for full travel of the 
Eb line. 
WARNING: After each adjustment 
of the vector gear, check that Zd has 
not moved off 2000'. 

Note 
A-216 should be readjusted before 
the adjustment of A-35 is refined. 
Check A-61, A-33, and A-31. 

RESTRICTED 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-35 

___ j8', 
FOLLOW-UP 
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A-36 jDd COMPUTER 10 Ds COUNTER 
Location 

Dd FOLLO\JV-UI~---

E2 l K· Zd' 

jDd COMPUTER 

270 

A-36 is ,under cover 7. It is reached 
through a hole above the damper of 
the jB'r follow-up motor. 

Chack 
Turn the power ON. 
Set Ds at 500 mils. 
Set L at 2000'. 
Set Zd at 2000'. 
The Ds input rack should be at a p0-

sition where full travel of E2 will 
cause no motion of the jDd output 
gear. 
Any motion of the jDd output gear is 
indicated by movement of the Dd 
follow-up output gearing. 

Adjustment 
The jDd computer is unusual in that 
the vector gear is the output. If there 
is any movement of the Dd follow-up 
output gearing, make A-36 slip-tight. 
Adjust the input rack to the zero po
sition as follows: 
Set E2 at 0 0

• 

Note the reading of the Dd dials. 
Run E2 to 90°. 
Turn the Ds handcrank to bring the 
Dd dials back to the same value noted 
when E2 was at zero. 
Run E2 back to zero. 
Note the new reading of the Dd dials. 

ACCESS TO A-36 Run E2 to 90 0 and again correct with 

I~ 

Ds. 
Continue until movement of E2 from 
0 0 to 90 0 produces no movement of 
the Dd dials. . 
With a gear pusher hold the small 
spur gear. about ('to the left of A-36, 
and bring the Ds counter to 500 mils. 

Note 
A-215 should be readjusted before 
the adjustment of A-36 is refined . 

... -33 • Tighten A-36, and recheck. 
Check A-33 and A-34. 9: 

... -508 

~
-1l ... -31 

/Tr---"~"""""-' -0 0,-... - ... ... 
I 
I I L ___ _ ~ __ .. 

t-32 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-37 SYNCHRONIZING THE Tf/R2 FOLLOW-UP 
Location 
A-37 is under cover 4. in the TJj R2 
ballistic computer. 

Check 
Refer to the N.I.O. final test sheet for 
the particular unit being checked. 
Turn the power ON. 

Set E2 and R2 (R2m on Ser. Nos. 
811 and higher) at the values given 
on the N.I.O. final test sheet. 
Read the Tf / R2 unit counter and 
note any variation from the corre
sponding values recorded on the test 
sheet. 
If the TI/ R2 value is consistently less 
or consistently greater than the re
corded value, A-37 is in error and 
should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
Loosen A-3 7. Turn the gear on which 
it is mounted to synchronize the fol
low-up at the correct value of Tlj R2. 
Tighten A-37. Refer to the N.I.O. 
final test sheets and run the complete 
test of the TI/ R2 ballistic computer. 
If necessary. A-37 may be readjusted 
slightly to improve the readings. 

E2 COUNTER 

A~O 

A-4' 

Tf/ R2 BAllISTIC COMPUTER 

RESTRlmD 

... -42 

112 COUNTER 

Tf/ R2 COUNTER 

R2 COUNTER 

A·37 

Tf/ R2 BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

E2 COUNTER 

Tf/R2 COUNTER 
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• Tf/R2 COUNTER to L·20 

TfR2 

A·38----~ 

TflR2 BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

Tfj R2 COUNTER 

~AJ~7 i~~~~ 
l _________ : 

·39 ASSEMBLY CLAMPS 

272 

OP 1064A 

Location 
A-38 and L-20 are under cover 4, in 
the Tfj R2 ballistic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Turn the TI j R2 ballistic computer 
output gearing from limit to limit. 
The Tfj R2 counter should read 
0.00122 at the lower limit and 
0.00336 at the upper limit. 
On Mods ' 8 and 12 the limits are 
0.001184 to 0.002674. 

Adjustment 
Loosen A-38. Hold the Tlj R2 line 
against the stop and slip the counter 
to the correct reading. 
Tighten A-38 and recheck. 
Check A-37 and A-78. 

Location 
A-39 is under cover 6. There are two 
clamps numbered A-39, one on each 
servo motor output shaft of the two 
Eb follow-ups. 

Check 
If either A-39 is loose, the servo on 
which it is located may drive without 
producing any output motion in the 
computer. 

Adjustment 
Tighten A-39. 

RESTRICTED 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A·50 

A·39 

A-40 E2 COUNTER to Tf/R2 BALLISTIC COMPUTER 
location 
A-40 is under cover 4, in the Tf / R2 
ballistic computer., 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Set E2 and R2 (R2m on Ser. Nos. 
811 and higher) at the values listed 
on the legend plate. . 
Loosen A-209 on th'e TI/ R2 follow
up damper, and push the damper to 
the end of the shaft. 
Insert a 3/16-inch setting rod through 
the casting, the follower arm, and the 
cam. If it is necessary to change the 
E2 input to insert the rod, A-40 is up
set and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
With the setting rod inserted, loosen 
A-40. 
Turn the E2 counter until it reads the 
value specified on the legend plate. 
Tighten A-40 and recheck. 
Remove the setting rod. 
Replace the damper on the follow-up 
shaft and tighten A-209. 
Check that E2 can be varied from 0 0 

to 90°. 
Check A-37 and A-41. 

A ..... ' 
Tf/ Rl BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

RESTRICTED 

A·37 

A·40 (HIDDEN) 

TflR2 BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 
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A-41 R2 (or R2m) COUNTER 10 L-21 

A·41_----
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... ------ A·76 L.21 .... - ---" A-41 

E2 COUNTER 

Tfj R2 BALLISTIC COMPUTER 
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Location 
A-41 and L-21 are under cover 4, in 
the Tf j R2 ballistic computer. 

Check 
NOTE: In computers with Ser. Nos. 
811 and higher, R2m is used. 

Tum the power OFF. 
Set front I.V. at 2550 f.s. (Ser. Nos. 
811 and higher). 
Loosen A-76. 
Tum the R2 (or R2m) input to the 
TljR2 ballistic computer from limit 
to limit. 
The R2 or R2m counter should read 
300 yards at the lower limit, and 
18,200 yards at the upper limit on 
Mods 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, and 13. On Mods 
0, 1, 2, a~d 9, the limits are 1,300 and 
18,200 yards. On Mods 8 and 12, the 
limits are 300 and 20,200 yards. 

Adjustment 
If the R2 (or R2m) counter does not 
read the proper values, loosen A-41 . 
Hold the line against the stop and 
turn the counter to the correct value. 
Tighten A-41 and recheck. 
Readjust A-76. Check A-37. 

A.37 

A-42 R2 COUNTER 

IESTRlam 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A·42 R2 (or R2m) COUNTER to Tf/R2 BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

location 
A-42 is under cover 4, in the TfjR2 
ballistic computer. 

-Check 
NOTE: In computers with Ser. Nos. 
811 and higher, R2m is used. 

Turn the power OFF. 
Set E2 and R2 (or R2m) at the 
values listed on the legend plate. 
Loosen A-209 on the TJjR2 follow
up damper and pu~h the damper to 
the end of the shaft. 
Insert a 3/ 16-inch setting rod through 
the casting, the follower arm and the 
cam. 
If it is necessary to change R2 ( or 
R2m) to insert the rod, A-42 is upset 
and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
With the setting rod inserted, loosen 
A-42. 
Tum the 'R2 (or R2m) counter until 
it reads the value specified on the 
legend plate. 
Tighten A-42 and recheck. Remove 
the setting rod. Replace the damper 
on the follow-up. and tighten A-209. 
Check A-41, A-37 and A-76. 

E2 COUNTER 

A-40 

A-41 

Iff / 12 BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

RESTRlaED 

_ ---A-42 

DAMPER 

A-37 

A-42 R2 COUNTER 
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(OMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE 

A· 3 ASSEMBLY CLAMPS -
A·4a ON CENTE~R -_��-
CONTACT ARM 

OP l064A 

location 
There is a small assembly clamp num
bered A-43 on the center contact arm 
of each follow-up. 

Check 
If an A-43 clamp is loose, the follow
up on which it is located may oscillate. 
See The Follow-up in OP 1140A. 

Adjustnient 
Tighten A-43. 

A·44 SY'NCHRONIZING THE F FOLLOW-UP 

F COUNTER 

R3 COUNTER 

E2 COUNTER ----1., 
A·44 

FUZE 
8ALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

276 

Location 
A-44 is under cover 4, in the fuze bal
listic computer. 

Ch8(k 
Refer to the N.I.O. final test sheet for 
the particular unit being checked. 
Put the F handcrank in the OUT posi
tion. Turn the power ON. 
Set E2 and R3 at the values given on 
thE: N.I.O. final test sheet. 
Read the F unit counter and note any 
variation from the corresponding val
ues recorded on the test sheet. 
On Ser. Nos. 780 and lower, if the F 
value is consistently greater, or con
sistently less than the recorded value, 
A-44 is in error and should be read
justed. 
On Ser. Nos. 781 and higher, if the 
error in F becomes progressively 
greater as R3 is increased, A-44 is in 
error and should Qe readjusted. 

Adjustment 
Loosen A-44. Turn the gear on which 
it is mounted to synchronize the fol
low-up at the correct value of F. (On 
Ser. Nos. 781 and higher, make the 
adjustment while R3 is set at a high 
value.) Tighten A-44 and recheck. 
Refer to the N.I.O. acceptance test 
sheets and run the complete test of 
the fuze ballistic computer. A-44 may 
be readjusted slightly to improve the 
readings. 
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E2 COUNTER 

A46 

L-36 

A-203 

FUZE BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

A-45 F COUNTER to L-35 
Location 
A-45 and L-35 are under cover 4, in 
the fuze ballistic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Turn the fuze ballistic computer out
put gearing from limit to limit. 
The fuze counter should read 0.60 
second at the lower limit, and 55.00 
seconds at the upper limit on Mods 
3, 10, 4, "Univ" 7, and 13. On Mods 
0, 2, 1, and 9, the limits are 0.60 and 
45.05 seconds. On Mods 6 and "Old" 
7, the limits are 0.60 and 45.00 sec
onds. On Mods 8 and 12, the limits are 
0.60 and 49.00 seconds. 

Adjustment 
If the F counter does not read the 
proper values, loosen A-45. Slip the 
counter to the correct reading. Tight
en A-45 and recheck. 
Check A-44 and A-77. 
On Sera Nos. 781 and higher, also 
check A-47. 

RESTRICTED 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

SER. NOS. 780 AND LOWER 

I 
,-------

SER. NOS. 781 AND HIGHER 

I 1 __________ .1 

FUZE COUNTER 

A-45 

OUTPUT GEARING 

FUZE IAlUSTIC 
COMPUTfR 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE OP 1064A 

A-46 E2 COUNTER to F BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

FUZE BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER ---~ 

R3 COUNTER ~--t1l14l 

A·46--~-

E2 COUNTER 

DAMPER 

A·209 
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FOR SER. NOS. 781 AND HIGHER 
SEE SCHEMATIC ON 
PRECEDING PAGE. 

FUZE BAlliSTIC 
COMPUTER 

Location 
A-46 is under cover 4, in the fuze 
ballistic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Set E2 and R3 (F on Ser. Nos. 781 
and higher) at the values listed on 
the legend plate. 
Loosen A-209 on the fuze follow-up 
damper and push the damper to the 
end of the shaft. 
Insert a 3/ 16-inch setting rod through 
the casting, the follower arm, and the 
cam. 
If it is necessary to change the E2 
input, A-46 is upset and should be re
adjusted. 

Adjustment 
With the setting rod inserted, loosen 
A-46. Turn the E2 counter until it 
reads the value specified on the leg
end plate. 
Tighten A-46 and recheck. 
Remove the setting rod. 
Replace the damper on the follow-up 
shaft and tighten A-209. 
Check that E2 can be moved from 0 0 

to 90 0
• 

Check A-44 and A-73. 

R3 COUNTER 

RESTRlom 
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A-47 R3 COUNTER to L-36 
SER. NOS. 780 and LOWER 

Location 
A-47 and 4-36 are under cover 4, in 
the fuze baHistic computer. 

Chedl 
Turn the power OFF. 
Loosen A-203. 
Turn the R3 input to the fuze ballistic 
computer from limit to limit. 
The R3 counter should read -1250 
yards at the low limit, and 19,750 
yards at the high limit on Mods 3, 4, 
6, 7, 10, and 13 below Ser. Nos. 781. 
On Mods 0, 1, 2, and 9, the limits are 
-250 and 19,750 yards. 

Adjustment 
If the R3 counter does not read the 
proper values, loosen A-47. Hold the 
line against one limit and turn the R3 
counter gearing until the counter 
reads the proper value. Tighten A-47 
and recheck. 
Readjust A-203. 
Check A-44. 

E2 COUNTER 

FUZE BALLIST IC 
A-46 COMPUTER 

RESTRICTED 

A-48 

R3 COUNTER 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A"« 

_ _ -A-47 

't--- R3 COUNTER 

FUZE BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE OP 1064A 

A·47 

280 

F COUNTER 10 F BALLISTIC CAM 
SER. NOS. 781 and HIGHER 

location 
A-47 is under cover 4, in the fuze ballistic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Set E2 and F at the values listed on the legend plate. 
Loosen A-209 on the fuze follow-up damper, and push the 
damper to the end of the shaft. 
Insert a 3/ 16-inch setting rod through the casting, the fol
lower arm, and the cam. 
If it is necessary to change the F input to insert the rod, A-47 
is upset and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
With the setting rod inserted, loosen A-4 7. Turn the F line 
until the counter reads the value specified on the legend plate. 
Tighten A-47 and recheck. 
Remove the setting rod. 
Replace the damper on the follow-up shaft and tighten A-209. 
Check A-44. 

·36 

R3 COUNTER 
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A-48 R3 COUNTER to L-36 
SER. OS. 781 and HIGHER 

location 
A-48 and L-36 are under cover 4, in the fuze ballistic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Loosen A-203. 
Tum the R3 input to the lower limit. 
The R3 counter should read -13,150 yards (86850) in Mod 
13, or -13,350 yards (86650) in Mods 8 and 12. 
Check at the higher limit. In Mod 13 the higher limit is 
+31,650 yards. In Mods 8 and 12, the higher limit is +33,850 
yards. 

Adjustment 
If the R3 counter does not read the proper values, loosen A-48. 
Hold the line against the stop and turn the R3 counter gearing 
until the counter reads the correct value. 
Tighten A-48 and recheck. 
Readjust A-203. 
Check A-44. 

FUZE BAllISTIC 
COMPUTER 

A·203 l36 

R3 COUNTER 

RESTRlaED 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A77 

FUZE COUNTER 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE OP 1064A 

A-48 

R3 COUNTER 

E2 COUNTER 

282 

R3 COUNTER to F BALLISTIC COMPUTE1R 
SER. NOS. 780 and LOWER 

A·209 DAMPER 

loc:ation 
A-48 is under cover 4, in the fuze bal
listic computer. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Set E2 and R3 at the values listed on 
the legend plate. 
Loosen A-209 on the fuze follow-up 
damper, and push the damper to the 
end of the shaft. 
Insert a 3/ 16-inch setting rod 
through the casting, the follower ann, 
and the cam. 
If it is necessary to change the R3 
input to insert the rod, A-48 is upset 
and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
With the setting rod inserted, loosen 
A-48. Tum the R3 counter gearing 
until the counter reads the value 
specified on the legend plate: Tighten 
A-48 and recheck. 
Remove the setting rod. 
Replace the damper on the follow-up 
shaft and tighten A-209. 
Check A-47, A-44, and A-203. 

,,· .. 8 
e -{[]] 

R3 COUNTER 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A·49 Ph C,OMPUTER to PARALLAX COMPONENT SOLVER 

Loc:ation 
A-49 is under cover 6, at the left of 
the Eb receiver servo motor terminal 
block. 

Check 
Remove power leads IB and IBB on 
the Dd follow-up. 
Tum the power ON. 
Set Dd at 0 ° and wedge the gearing. 
Turn the control switch to LOCAL. 
Set B' gr at 0 0, using the generated 
bearing crank. 
Set R2 at a high value. 
Set L at 2000'. 
Turn E2 from 0° to 90°. 
There should be no movement of the 
Ph dials. 

Adjustment 
If there is movement of the Ph dials, 
make A-49 slip-tight. 

CAUTION: When A-49 is loosened, 
the input rack of the Ph computer 
may drop, causing damage to the unit. 
Make this clamp slip-tight, while 
hQlding the input rack. 

Set E2 at 0 ° and read the Ph dial. 
Run E2 to 75°. 
Turn the small spur gear which is 11/2 
inches to the left of A-49, until the 
Ph dial reads the original value. 
Run E2 to 0 0 and take a new reacting 
of Ph. 
Again run E2 to 75 0 and correct as 
before. 
Continue the adjustment until there 
is no motion of Ph for full travel of 
E2. 
Tighten A-49. 
Remove the wedge and replace the 
power leads on the Dd follow-up. 
Check A-52 and A-3. 

RESTRICTED 

Ph DIAL 

Ph TRANSMtnER 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE 

A-50 

10 AND IDD 
LEADS 

284 

Elg DIALS to Eb RECEIVER 

OP l064A 

Location 
A-50 is under cover 6, above the Eb 
receIver. 

Check 
Remove power leads 10 and 1 DD 
from the Vz follow-up. 
Set V z at 0 and wedge the line. 
Turn the power ON. 
Set Vs at 2000'. 
Put the sync E handcrank at CEN
TER. 
Transmit Eb from the director. 
The value read on the E' g dials should 
agree with the Eb value transmitted 
from the director. 
Check A-51 before r.eadjusting A-50. 

Adjustment 
If the E' g dials do not read the correct 
value, slip-tighten A-50. Turn the 
spur gear next to the clamp until the 
E' g dials read the proper value. 

Tighten A-50 and recheck. 

Remove the wedge. 
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- 1 Elg DIALS to Vs - Vz LINE 

location 
J 

A-S 1 is under cover 6. 

Turn the power OFF. 
Set L at 2000'. 
Set Vs at 2000'. 
Set E at 0 0 with the sync E handcrank 
at CENTER and match the sync E 
dials at the fixed index with the hand
crank OUT. 
Set Vz at 0 by turning the output gear
ing on the V z servo motor. 
The E' B dials should read 2000'. 

Adjustment 
If the E'g dials do not read 2000', 
loosen A-S 1. Set the V z dials at 0, and 
wedge the V z line. Turn the collar on 
the shaft below the clamp until the 
E' g dials read 2000'. 

Tighten A-S 1 and recheck. 

Readjust A-50. 

Remove the wedges. 

,A·51 

A-SO 

RESTRICTED 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 
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A-52 Ph DIAL to Ph COMPUTER 

A-52 (8EHIND 
SMALL PLATE) 

WEDGE IN Dd 
OUTPUT GEARING 

Dd DIAL AT 0 

286 

A .... 9 

Ph COMPUTER 

OP l064A 

location 
A-52 is under cover 6, behind the 
small plate below the Ph dial. 

Check 
Turn the power OFF. 
Set Dd at 0 " and wedge the line. 
Set B'RT at 0°. 
The Ph dial should read 0 /'). 

Adjustment 
If the Ph dial does not read 0 0

, check 
A-517. Make A-52 slip-tight. Slip
ping through A-52, turn the large gear 
on the rotor of the Ph transmitter un
til the dial is at its proper reading. 

Tighten A-52 and recheck. 

Remove the wedge. 

10·52 
Ph DIAL 

A-517 

Ph 
TRANSMtnER 
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A-53 ASSEMBLY CLAMP 
Lo(ation 
A-53 is under cover 7, on the servo 
output shaft of the B'r local control 
follow-up. 

Ch.k 
If A-53 is loose, the energized B'r local 
control servo may run without driv
ing the cB'r line. 

Adjustment 
Tighten A-53. 

A-70 

A-54 ASSEMBLY CLAMP 
lo(ation 
A-54 is under cover 8, on the servo 
output shaft of the B'r receiver. 

Check 
If A-54 is loose, the B'r receiver servo 
may run without driving the B'r line. 

Adjustment 
Mak~ sure that the servo output dus
ter gear is in mesh. Then tighten A-54. 
Make sure A-209 on the magnetic 
damper above A-54 is also tight. 

Check A-98. 

~""'-"'-_-~II I' 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-53 

B', LOCAL CONTROL 
FOLLOW-UP 

_ __ ~ _____ A-54 

==-==-=~ ____ B', SERVO 
MOTOR 

_ I 
• I . . ---l L-------------------r ---- ---------, 

: cOl A-l0 
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COMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANCE OP l064A 

A·55 Vs INDICAT'ING to Vs MASTER COUNTER 

ACCESS TO A-55 

Vs MASTER 

COUNTER -------JE 

Vs INDICATING 
COUNTER 

V FOLLOW-UP 
OUTPUT GEAR 
(UNDER COVER 5) 

288 

Lo(ation 
A-55 is under cover 6, directly in 
front of the V s intermittent drive. It 
is reached by inserting a long screw 
driver through the access over the Ph 
transmitter. 

The V s indicating counter is under 
cover 2, beside the Vs handcrank. 

The V s master counter is under cover 
6, behind the Eb servo motor. 

Both V s counters should agree. 

Adjustment 
If the V s counters do not agree, make 
A-55 slip-tight. 

Turn the power ON. Hold the V s set
ting with the V s handcrank in the IN 
position. Turn the V follow-up output 
gearing to bring the V s master coun
ter to the same reading. 

Tighten A-55 and recheck. Check 
A-184, A-95. 
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V. MASTER COUNTER 

A184 

Vs HANDCRANK 

A-56 ASSEMBIL Y ( ILAMP 

Location 
A-56 is on the E line at D-12 in the 
corrector unit, It can be reached only 
when the indicator unit is removed 
from the corrector unit, On computers 
with Ser, Nos, 290 and lower, A-56 
is the common type of adjustment 0 

clamp. On computers with Ser. Nos, 
291 and higher, it is a square clamp 
which closes firmly agamst a flat on 
the shaft 

A-56 is checked and readjusted in the 
same way as A-59. 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

TO 
E'g TRANSMITTERS 

TO 
v. TRANSMITIERS 

ACCESS TO 
A-56 

SYNC I: HANDCRANK 

RESTRICTED 

DIP 
DIALS 

A116 A-190 
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.... 189 
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... ·56 
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-57 L (L sin 28/r) MULTIPLIER 
to IDECK TILT COMPONENT SOLVER 

UPPER CENTER 
TERMINAL 
BLOCK 

jB', 
FOLLOW. UP 
OUTPUT GEAR 

A·62 -------1 

290 

Location 
A-57 is under cover 7. To reach it. 
remove the upper center terminal 
Llock near the jB'r follow-up con
tacts. A-57 is 20 inches in from the 
terminal block. 

Che(k 
Set Dd at 0°. 
Remove leads lB and lBB from the 
Dd follow-up and wedge the output 
gearmg. 
Turn the power ON. 
Turn the control switch to LOCAL. 
Set Zd at 2000'. 
Set B' gr at 0 0

, using the generated 
bearing crank. 
Turn L from 800' to 3200'. 
There should be no motion of the 
L(L sin 2B'r) output rack for the 
full travel of L. 
Observe A-62 for motion of the out
put rack. If A-62 moves, A-57 IS m 
error and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
With Lat 2000', mark the jB'r follow
up output gear for use as an indicator. 
Turn L to 3200'. Make A-57 slip- . 
tight. 
WARNING: If A-57 is loosened too 
much, the input slide of the multi
plier will fall. 
With a gear pusher, tum the spur gear 
nex~ to A-57 until the jB'r follow-up 
gear is at the original mark. 
Turn L to 800' and continue the ad
justment until there is no motion of 
the follow-up gear for full travel of L. 
Tighten A-57 and recheck. 
Remove the wedge and replace the 
leads on the Dd follow-up. 
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REMI E 
Replace the terminal b10ck at the left 
of the iB'r follow-up. 
Check A-62. 

A65 

A-l7 . 

A-58 L DIALS to L-16 
Lomti,on 
A-58 is under cover 6, below the lower 
Eb follow-up. 

L-16 is under cover 7, in front of the 
L stub shaft to the stable element. 
The upper limit is at the rear. 

Check 
Put the sync E handcrank at CEN
TER. 
Loosen A-60 1. 
Turn the L line to check the readings 
of the computer L dials at the limits 
of L-16. 
The L dials should read 480' at the 
lower limit and 3520' at the upper 
limit. 

e 
In case either limit cannot be reached, 
check A-28, and readjust if necessary. 
Check A-64, A-65, A-57, A-34, A-227 
and A-3. 
Determine which adjustment is in er
ror. Loosen it and readjust later. 

Adjustment 
If the readings ot the dials are incor
rect, make A-58 slip-tight. 
Hold the L shaft line against either 
limit and set the L dials at their prop
er value by turning the square mount
ing plate behind the L dials. 
Tighten A-58 and recheck the read
justment at the other limit. 
Split any error. 
Readjust A-601. 

IEmlOED 

L (L On 2 ' rl 
MULTIPLIER 

A·62 

L 16 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

.It •• -~~&", 

L (L sir:. (,S'r );: 
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_-- Eb FOllOW. UP 

s ------ A·58 

A ·:HJOI-.~ ..... _ LEVEL 
DIALS 
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A-59 ASSEMBLY CLAMP 

REMOVE TH. __ _ 

PLATE TO 
REACH A·59 

292 

DECK TILT 
COMPONENT 

SOLVER DECK TILT 
MUL TI PLI ERS 

location 

OP 1064A 

TO SYNC E 

TO Dd, Ph, Pv 
COMPUTERS 

A-59 is on D-12 in the E line in the 
corrector unit. It can be reached only 
after removal of the indicator unit 
and the top plate of the corrector 
unit. On computers with Ser. Nos. 290 
and lower, A-59 is the common type 
of adjustment clamp. On computers 
with Ser. Nos. 291 and higher, it is 
a square clamp which closes firmly 
against a flat on the shaft. 

Check 
Put the sync E handcrank in the 
CENTER position. 
Check that the limits of E are correct: 
_5 " to +85 " on Ser. Nos. 389 and 
lower. 
_25 0 to +85 0 on Ser. Nos. 390 and 
higher. 

If the limits of E are incorrect, check 
A-116 for looseness. If A-116 is tight 
and shows no signs of slippage, either 
A-56 or A-59, or both, may have 
slipped. 

NOTE: On computers with Ser. Nos. 
291 and higher. A-56 and A-59 can
not slip when properly assembled. 
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Adjustment 
Tighten A-59 and A-56. 

Reinstall the top plate and the indi
cator unit. 

Readjust by Factory Adjustment Pro
cedure, page 815. 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A 529 

~ 
A·116 A·190 ~ T .------------t elEVATION 

A·56 

L· 12 

A·59 

A. 189 DIALS Y 

c~ 
i. E TO 
:'COMPUTER 

UNIT 

A-60 Eb+Vs INTERMITTIENT DRIVE to Eb+Vs LINE 
Location 
A-60 is under cover 7, on the input 
gear of the Eb' + V s intermittent 
drive. It can be seen through the ac
cess hole next to the L dial mask. 

Check 
Set E at 80° with the sync E hand
crank at CENTER. Match the sync E 
dials at the index, with the handcrank 
OUT. 
Set L at 2000' . 

. Increase Vs while observing the out
put gear of the intermittent drive. It 
should stop turning when the V s 
counter reads 2360'. 

NOTE: Check that E and sync E re
main as set. 

Adjustment 
If the intermittent drive output gear 
does not stop turning when V s reads 
2360', make A-60 slip-tight. 

Turn Vs in an increasing direction to 
the point where the output gear stops 
turning. This is the upper cut-out 
point of the intermittent drive. 

RESTRJCTED 

L DIALS 

INPUT GEAR OF 
INTERMITTENT 
DRIVE 

A·60 
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(OMPUTER MARK 1: MAINTENANa 

A·95 

--ITO 
V. COUNTER 

TO Zd fan (Eb+V.) 
MUlTIPLIER 

OP 1064A 

Use a gear pusher to hold the spider 
disk on the intermittent drive. Set the 
V s counter to 2360' with the V s hand
crank. 

Tighten A-60. 

Check at the lower cut-out point. Set 
E at 0 0

• Match the sync E dials at 
the fixed index. Decrease V s. 
The intermittent drive should cut out 
when the V s counter reads 1640'. 

Check A-61 and A-32. 

A-61 'Dz COMPUTER to Eb + Vs LINE 

Dd fOLLOW·UP 

ACCESS TO A·61 

294 

location 
A-61 is under cover 7. It may be 
r4!ached through the hole below the 
compensator assembly of the Dd fol
low-up. 

Turn the power ON. 
Set L at 2000'. 
Set E at 60 ° with the sync E hand
crank at CENTER. 
Match the sync E dials at the fixed 
index, with the handcrank OUT. 
Set Ds at 500 mils. 
Set Vs at 2000'. 
Set Zd at 3200'. 
The Dd dials should read +30 °34'. 

Adjustment 
If the Dd dials do not read + 30°34', 
check A-35 and A-36 and readjust 
them if necessary. 
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Make A-61 slip-tight. 

Turn the Eb + V s cam until the va 
dials read the proper value. 

The Eb + V s cam is next to the mount
ing plate of the Dz computer. It can 
be reached by a gear pusher inserted 
through the hole above the jB'r fol
low-up. 

IMPORTANT 
If any interference is felt while ad
justing A-61, loosen A-32. 

Tighten A-61. 

R.heck 
Decrease Zd to 800'. 
The Dd dials should read -30 °34'. 
Split the error. 

Check A-114 and A-32. 

fD-----

RESTRIOED 

Dr 
~==:;~ CO MPUTER 

jDd 
COMPUTER 
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A-62 SYINCHRONIZING THE jB/r FOLLOW-UP 

LEADS 
18 AND 188 

OUTPUT GEA~ 

296 

Location 
A-62 is under cover 7. It is reached 
through a hole next to the contacts of 
the jB'r follow-up. 

Check 
At the switchboard, turn the B'T re
ceiver switch OFF. 
Set Ddat 0 ° . 
Remove leads IB and IBB from the 
Dd follow-up, and wedge the output 
geanng. 
Turn the power ON. 
Set Land Zd at 2000'. 
Set B'gr at 0 °, and wedge the line. 
The Br dials should read 0 °. 

Adjustment 
If the Br dials do not read 0 °, check 
A-199. Make A-62 slip-tight. Use a 
gear pusher to turn the spur gear at 
the rear of A-62 until the jB'r follow
up drives the Br dials to 0 ° . 
Tighten A-62, and recheck. 

Remove all wedges and replace the 
Dd power leads. 

8E"AR ING DIALS 

A·194 
A·197 

A 199 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-63 SYNCHRONIZING THE Vz FOLLOW-UP 

location 
A-63 is under cover 7. It is reached 
through the small hole below the Vz 
follow-up. 

Turn the power ON. 

Set L at 2000'. 
Set E at 0 " with the sync E handcrank 
at CENTER and match the sync E 
dials at the index with the handcrank 
OUT. 
Set Zd at 2000'. 
Set Ds at 500 mils. 
Set Vs at 2000'. 
The Vz dials should read 0'. 

Adjustment 
If the Vz djals do not read 0', make 
A-63 slip-tight. 

Turn the left side gear of the differen
tial, below the V z compensator assem
bly, until the Vz dials read 0'. 

Tighten A-63 and recheck. 

Zd'Os 

Zd'2tan(Eb + Vs) 

RESTRI'CTED 

TURN GEAR 

A.S06 

v. DIALS " 

• A·29 
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A·64 Zd (L- L (OS 21/r) M,ULTIPLIER 
to DECK TILT COMPONENT SOLVER 

BEVEL GEAR 

A·64 

Dd FOllOW·UP -~--.: 

18 AND 188 __ _ 
LEAOS 

Dd DIALS ----

jB'r FOLLOW·UP -_ 

LARGE OUTPUT __ ....... 
GEAR 
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location 
A-64 is under cover 7. It is visible 
through the hole above the jB'r fol
low-up motor. 

Check 
Set Dd at 0°, 
Disconnect leads IE and IEB from 
the Dd follow-up, Wedge the output 
geanng. 
Turn the power ON. 
Turn the control. switch to LOCAL. 
Set the computer L dials at 2000'. 
Use the generated bearing crank to 
set B'gr at 45 °. 
Turn Zd from 800' to 3200'. The 
L - L cos 2B'r slide should be at its 
zero position, the position at which 
there is no' movement of the out
put slide when Zd is turned from 800' 
to 3200'. 

Observe the large output gear on the 
jB'r follow-up to note any movement 
of the output slide. 

Adjustment 
If there is movement during the full 
travel of Zd, make A-64 sliP:'tight. 

. . 

WARNING: If A-64 is completely 
loosened, the input slide will fall. 

Set Zd at 2000' and mark the jB'r 
follow-up output gear. 
Turn Zd to 3200'. 
Use a gear pusher to turn the bevel 
gear above A-64 until the follow-up 
output gear has returned to its original 
mark. Tighten A-64 and recheck by 
turning Zd from 800' to 3200'. 
There should be no motion of the jB'r 
follow-up. 
Remove all wedges and replace the 
Dd foHow-up power leads. 
Check A-62. 

RESTRICTID 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

11.-65 

. L sin 2B'r 

A 111 

A·6S L (L sin 2,8/r) MULTIPLIER to L DIALS 
lCKation 
A-65 is a large clamp under cover 6, 
8 inches from the bottom and 10 
inches in, directly behind the Eb fol
low-up. 

Check 
A-57 must be loosened before A-65 
can be checked. 
Set L at 2000'. 
Make A-57 slip-tight. See readjust
ment of A-57. 
Use a long gear-pusher to move the 
L sin 2B'r input rack from limit to 
limit. Push the gear just behind the 
A-57 gear. 
There should be no motion of the 
jB'r follow-up for full travel of the 
L sin 2B'r input rack. 

Adjustment 
If there is movement of the jB'r fol
low-up, A-65 is in error. 
Move the L sin 2 B' r input rack to one 
limit. 
Mark the jB'r follow-up output fric
tion gear for use as an indicator. 
Move the L sin 2B'r input rack to the 
other limit. 
Loosen A-65 and tum the gear next 
to it to correct halfway. 
Make new indicating marks. Continue 
adjusting until there is no motion of 
the jB'r follow-up for full travel of the 
L sin 2B'r input rack. 
Tighten A-65 and recheck. 
Readjust A·5 7. 
Check A-62. 

RESTRlom 

A-62 
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300 

A-66 

"'-66 

FIXED INDEX - --.1-': 

Ds SINGLE-SPEED lRANSMITTER 
10 Ds COUNTER 

location 
A-66 is under cover 2. A-66 is omitted 
on Mods 1,3,4,8, and 12. 

Check 
Set the Ds counter at 500 mils. 
The Ds transmitter should be on elec
trical zero. When the transmitter is on 
electrical zero, the scribe mark on the 
rotor gear should match the fixed 
index. 

Adjustment 
If the transmitter is not on electrical 
zero, make A-66 slip-tight. 
Hold Ds at 500. 
Turn the gear below A-66 until the 
scribe mark matches the fixed index. 
Tighten A-66, and recheck. 
Check A-114, A-94, and A-96. 

A·66 

~-------.-Q)--O-t~-+~ 
A·96 A-114 .~ INDICATING 

D. INPUT GEAR §-_ .. A.94 COUNTER D. SI NGlE·SPEED 
TRANSMITTER r1 • I 1 ~ _____ I I 

1"'": 1 .. ·-----, I 

~LI 1_' 
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A·67 COARSE to FINE SYNCHRO
F TRANSMITTER 

Location 
A-67 is under cover 2, at!: the right 
front 

Check 
Set the coarse F synchro on electrical 
zero by turning the F input gear. This 
should also position the fine F synchro 
on electrical zero. When the coarse 
and fine synchros are on electrical 
zero, the scribe marks on their rotor 
gears should be matched with the 
fixed index marks. 

Adjustment 
If the rotor of the fine F synchro is 
not on electrical zero, make A-67 slip
tight. 

Hold the large gear on the coarse F 
synchro rotor shaft. This will keep 
the coarse synchro on electrical zero. 

Turn the F input gear until the rotor 
of the fine synchro is at electrical zero. 
Check that the scribe mark on the 
Tatar gear of the coarse synchro still 
matches its fixed index. 
Tighten A-67, and recheck. 
Check A-93. 

f INPUT GEAR §oo-... 

RESTRICTED 

FUZE 
INDICATING 
COUNTER 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

IQ
I!I _____ COARSE f 

SYNCHRO 
(HIDDEN) 

F INPUT GEAR 

A~7 

FINE 

F 
TRANS 
MinERS 
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- Btgr DIALS to PARALLAX COMPONENT SOLVER 

TO STABLE 
elEMENT 

A-602 

A 68 

(SER. NOS. 215 and lO R) 

A·3t 

A-99 

ASSEMBILY CLAM'P 

TO OECK TtL T 
COMPONENT 
SOLVER 

Location 
A-68 is under cover 8, on the B'sr 
transmitter gearing. 

Check 
On instruments with Ser. Nos. 215 
and lower, A-68 is used to adjust the 
B'sr dials to the parallax component 
solver. The check and readjustment 
for A-68 is the same as that given for 
A-243 on later instruments. Refer to 
the readjustment of A-243. After re
adjusting; A-68, check A-99. 

(SE. OS. 216 and HIGH R) 

A-68 

18 AND 188 
POWER LEADS --~ 

Dd FOLLOW·UP OUTPUT 
GEARING WEDGED 

Dd SET AT 0 ___ __._=....... 

302 

Check 
On instruments with Ser. Nos. 216 
and higher, check A-243 and A-99. If 
one checks correctly. but the other 
does not, correct the one in error. If 
both are out of adjustment by an 
equal amount on the B'sr dials, A-68 
is upset and should be readjusted. 

Adjustment 
Disconnect leads IB and iBB' from 
the Dd servo. Wedge the output gear
ing when the Dd dials read O. Turn 
the power ON. Turn the control switch 
to LOCAL. Use the generated bearirtg 
crank to set B'r at 0°, on the stable 
element dials. 
Loosen A-68. Tum the worm below 
the B'ST transmitter dials to bring the 
B' Ar dials to 0 0

• Split the lost motion 
and tighten A-68. 
Recheck A-243 and A-99. 

IESTRlom 
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A-602 

TO STABLE 
ELEM!;NT 

A·99 

A 199 

TO OECK TIlT 
COMPONENT 
SOLVER 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

SER. NOS. 216 AND HIGHER 

A-69 Vs SINGLE-SPEED TRANSMITTER 
10 Vs COUNTER 

Lo(atiQn 
A-69 is under cover 7, behind the 
plate, near the top of the section. It is 
on the stub shaft below a large spur 
gear. 

A-69 is omitted on Mods 1, 3, 4, 8, 
and 12. 

Check 
Remove cover 2. 
Set the V s counter at 2000' by turning 
the V s input gear. 

The rotor of the V s single-speed trans
rnitter synchro should be at electrical 
zero. When the synchro is at electrical 
zero, the scribe mark on the rotor gear 
should match the fixed index. 

Adjustment 
If the synchro is not on electrical zero, 
make A-69 slip-tight. Hold Vs at 
2000'. Turn the large gear on the 
rotor of the synchro until the scribe 
mark matches the fixed index. 
Tighten A-69 and recheck. 

A·95 

RESTRICTED 

V. INDICATING 
COUNTER 

SCREW DRIVER 
INSERTED IN A·69 

~-...~-..!!~-- V, COUNTER 

~II...S~- Vs SINGLE· SPEED 

A·97 

TRANSMlnER 

INDEX 8ElOW PLATE 
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-70 SYNCHRONIZING THE B/r LOCAL CONTROL 
FOLLOW-UP 

304 

CONTROL 
SWITCH 

I 
I 

I I 

LOC"'L~6 t 
J 

AUTO AND 0---"'--; 
SEMI AUTO -- I 

9 T 
Ktl ..... -.p j. I 

I I 
I I I 
"---~I I 

I I 
I I 

I 10<] 
A.l0. 

l 
DIRECTOR TRAIN RECEIVER 

"'·53 

Lo(ation 
A-70 is under cover 7, in line with the 
Zd input shaH. 

Ch.k 
Turn the power ON. 
Turn the control switch to LOCAL to 
energize the B'r local control follow
up. 
At the switchboard, tum the director 
train receiver switch OFF. 
Turn the control switch to AUTO. 
There should be no motion of the 
inner bearing dial. 
If the inner bearing dial moves when 
the control switch is turned from 
LOCAL to AUTO, the B'r local con
trol follow-up is not properly adjusted. 

Adjustment 
Make A-70 slip-tight. 
Turn the control switch to LOCAL. 
Turn the generated bearing crank in 
its OUT position to set the Br ring 
dials at Ou. 

A·99 jS, FOLLOW·UP 
ENERGIUD IN AUTO 

6cBr + jBr 

BEARING 
DIALS 

"'·194 
I 

FINE 

COARSE 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

Turn the control switch to AUTO. 
After the inner dial stops, tum the 
control switch back to LOCAL. Turn 
the spur gear below A-70 to put the 
ring dials back to 0 0

• Tighten A-70. 
Check by turning the control switch 
back and forth between AUTO and 
LOCAL, making sure that B'T is cut 
off at the fire control swicchboard. 
Check A-S33. 

A-11 TfJR2 BALLISTIC COMPUTER 
10 E2 MASTER COUNTER 

loc:ation 
A-71 is under cover 4. 

The E2 master counter is directly be
low the E2 counter in the Til R2 bal
listic computer. 

Chec:k 
Both E2 counters should agree. 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, make 
A-71 slip-tight. Hold the master 
counter, and turn the spur gear above 
A-71 to make the counter in the bal
listic computer agree. 
Tighten A-71 and recheck. 

RESTRICTED 

~ £2 COUNTER 

"'-71 • A . .40 

A-72·~' :Ft6~:=~ 
E2 MASTER 
COUNTER Tf 'R2 BALLISTIC 

COMPUTER 

A-71 

E2 COUNTER 
IN Tf R2 
BAlliSTIC 
COMPUTER 

E2 MASTER 
COUNTER 
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A-72 E2 MASTER COUNTER 
to E2 INTERMITTENT DRIVE. 

V FOllOW-UP 
MOTOR ---

A-ISO 

E2 
INTERMITTENT 
DRIVE 

306 

INTERMITIENT 
DRIV[ 

A-182 A-114 

~ E2 MASTER T COUNTER 

• A-72 

OP 1064A 

Location 
A-72 is under-cover 4, at the upper 
left of the fuze ballistic computer, be
low the E2 master counter. 

The E2 intel'mittent drive is under 
cover 5, behind the lower front corner 
of the v follow-up mounting plate. 

Check 
Set Vs at 2000'. 
Use the sync E handcrank in its CEN
TER position to decrease E until the 
E2 master counter stops turning. 
When the master counter stops turn
ing, the E2 intermittent drive has 
reached its low cut-out point. 
The E2 counter reading should be 0 ° . 

Adjustment 
If the E2 counter reading at the lower 
cut-out point is not 0°, loosen A-72. 
Use a gear pusher to turn the gear 
above the clamp, until the counter 
reads 0°. 
Tighten A-72. 

Rech.k 
Increase E and V s until the E2 counter 
-stops turning. This is the high cut-out 
point of the intermittent drive. The 
E2 counter should read 90 °. 

IMPORTANT 
1 If the limit stops on the E and V 

lines operate before the low cut
out point of the intermittent drive 
is reached, loosen A-lSO. Hold the 
coupling at the front of the clamp 
and increase E to 85 ° . 

RESTRICTED 
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Tighten A-180 and decrease E un
til the intermittent drive reaches 
its low cut-out point. If the cut-out 
point still cannot be reached, this 
procedure may have to be re
peated several times. 

A-180 is located under cover 5, on 
the coupling immediately below 
the E matching counter. 

2 If interference on the E2 line 
keeps the intermittent drive from 
reaching either limit, check A-8S, 
A-73, A-71, and A-84 (the E2 
lead screw inputs of the four bal
listic computers). Check A-I07 
(the E2 cam of the complement
ary error corrector) . Check A-I 06 
(the vector gear of the elevation 
wind component solver). Check 
A-183 (the E2 line to the parallax 
and trunnion tilt sections). Deter
mine which clamp is causing the 
restriction and loosen it. 

Readjust A-180 and any other 
clamps that were loosened. Check 
A-182, A-114, A-71, A-73, A-84t 

A-8S, A-I06, A-I07, and A-183. 

A-84 

E1 COUNTER 

~ 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

~Jej~I--~~ A-180 

FRONT 
COUPLING 

Tf BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

om:c:=Qtmmmm .. _ ... __ • . -. A-71 • A-40 , 

Vf+". BALLISTIC 

• A·20 

~ 
E2 
COUNTER 

COMPU"J=f;i i 
• A·15 

~ 
E2 
COUNTER 
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A-13 F BALLISTIC COMPUTER 10 E2 MASTER (OUINTER 

A-73 

A.72 

308 

E2 

E2 COUNTER IN 
FUZE BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

A·73 

MASTER COUNTER 

Location 
A-73 is under cover 4, between the 
V I +- Pe and the fuze ballistic com
puters, behind clamp A-77. 

Chetk 
The E2 counter in the fuze ballistic 
computer should agree with the E2 
master counter. 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, loosen 
A-73. Turn the spur gear below the 
clamp until the E2 counter in the fuze 
ballistic computer agrees ·with the E2 
master counter. 

Tighten A-73 and recheck. 

A-.46 

1"2 COUNTER 
fUZE BALLISTIC 

COMPUTER 
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A-74 R2 MASTER COUNTER to L-19 

Location 
A- 74 is under cover 4, above and to 
the right of the TI ballistic computer. 
L-19 is under cover 5, behind the R2 
follow-up mounting plate. It is in a 
horizontal position with its lower limit 
toward the front. 

Turn the power OFF. 
Turn the R2 follow-up output gearing 
to run R2 to the upper limit. 
The R2 master counter should read 
18,000 yards (180) on Mods ° 
through 7, 9, 10, and 13. 
On Mods 8 and 12, the upper limit 
of R2 is 20,000 yards (200). 
Turn the gearing to run R2 to the 
lower limit. The R2 master counter 
should read 500 yards (005) on 
Mods 3-7, 8, 10, 12, and 13. 
On Mods 0, 1, 2, and 9, the lower 
limit is 1500 yards (0 15). 

Adjustment 
If the R2 · master counter does not 
read correctly. loosen A-74. Hold the 
shaft below A-74 to keep the line 
against the stop. Turn the gear above 
A-74 until the R2 master counter 
reads correctly. Tighten A-74. Re
check the limits. 
Readjust any clamps that were loos
ened. Check A-75, A-76, A-203, 
A-156, A-92, and A-I04. 

RESTRICTED 

R2 FOLLOW-UP 
OUTPUT GEARING 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

L.19 BEHIND PLATE 

A·74. 

GEAR ABOVE A·74 
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Vf + Pe BALLISTIC COMPUTER 10 R2 MASTER COUNJER 

10.-75 SPUR GEAR 

"'-21 

L-2'5 

"'-16 

l-23 

.2 
COUNTER 

Location 
A-7 5 is under cover 4, to the right of 
the Vi + Pe ballistic computer. 

Check 
The R2 counters in the Ti and Vi + 
Pe computers should agree. 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, make 
A-75 slip-tight. Turn the spur gear 
above the clamp until the counters 
agree. 

Tighten A-75 and recheck. 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-76 Tf/R2 BALLISTIC COMPUlER to R2 MASTER COUNTER 

Location 
A-76 is' under cover 4, to the left of 
the Til R2 ballistic computer. 

Check 
On Ser. Nos. 810 -and lower, the R2 
counter in the Til R2 ballistic com
puter should agree with the R2 master 
counter in the TJ ballistic computer 
unless an offset has been pprposely 
introduced per Bureau of Ordnance 
Information Bulletin 4-44. 

On Ser. Nos. 811 and higher, set front 
I.V. at 2550 f.s. Then the R2m coun
ter in the Til R2 ballistic computer 
should agree with the R2 master 
counter. 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, make 
A-76 slip-tight. 
Turn the spur gear above the clamp 
until the counters agree. 

Tighten A-76 and recheck. 

A·7~ 14..21 

l.ZS 

R2 COUNTER IN Tfj R2 
BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

SER. NOS. 810 AND LOWER 

1112 
COUNTER 

14.·76 14.-41 

L·2! 

1112 
COUNTE 

A-77 F INDICATING .COUNTER to F BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

location 
A-77 is under cover 4, on the left side 
of the fuze ballistic computer. The F 
counter is in the F ballistic computer. 
The F indicating counter is under 
cover 2. 

Check 
Both F counters should agree. 
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FUZE INDICATING 
COUNTER 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, check 
A-93. Make A-77 slip-tight. 

FUZE INPUT GEAR ~~~iii~~ 

Use the F handcrank to bring the F 
indicating counter to the same reading 
as the fuze ballistic computer counter. 

Tighten A-77 and recheck. 

A-78 

312 

FUZE BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

On Ser. Nos. 781 and higher, check 
A-262 and A-188. 

1..93 

Tf/R2 BALLISTIC COMPUTER 
to If JR2 MASTER COUNTER 

F HANOCRANK 

Tf / R2 BALLISTIC COMPUTER 

Lo(ation 
A-78 is under cover 4. 
Both Tf I R2 counters are under cover 
4. 

Chet:k 
Both Til R2 counters should agree. 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, make 
A-78 slip-ti.ght. 
Hold the spur gear below A-78 and 
turn the shaft until the TI/ R2 master 
counter matches the ballistic counter. 
Tighten A-78 and recheck. 

.~~I~::-f-:.,;-T:t~~"~[~~~-----Y~7A_3::_~78~r:~ED 
• A-42 Tf I R2 COUNTER § 
~ Tf / A2 MASTER COUNTER 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-79 Tf/R2 MASTER COUNTER 
to ELE,VAT'ION PREDICTION MULTIPLIER 

Location 
A-79 is under cover 4, below the gear 
on the drum of the TflR2 master 
counter. 

IMPORTANT 
Before this counter can be set at the 
check value, A-78 and A-133 must 
be loosened. 

Chet:k 
Set the TII R2 counter at 0.00115 by 
turning the shaft line to the counter. 
The lead screw of the elevation pre
diction mUltiplier should now be in 
a position where full travel of the 
RdE -KIWrE input rack will cause 
no movement of the V tw' output rack. 
Turn the power ON. 
Pull the Vs handcrank OUT. 
Loosen A-134 and turn the spur gear 
next to the clamp to run the RdE 
-Kl WrE rack from limit to limit. Mo
tion of the V follow-up output gearing 
indicates movement of the Vtw' out
put rack. 

Adjustment 
If the V follow-up output gearing 
moves, make A- 79 slip-tight. Gently 
turn the shaft below A- 79 until the 
multiplier lead screw is at its lower 

. limit. Hold the shaft against the lower 
limit and slip the Tf / R2 counter to 
0.001095. 
Turn the shaft until th~ Tf I R2 
counter again reads 0.00115. 
Repeat the check. 
If the adjustment is still off, correct 
slightly by turning the shaft below 
A-79 until the TIl R2 input screw is 
at its zero position. This is the posi
tion at which full travel of the RdE 
-K,WrE input rack produces no 
movement of the V follow-up output 
gearing. Hold the Tf/ R2 input shaft 
and reset the counter at 0.00115. 
Tighten A-79 and recheck. 
Readjust A-134, A-133, A-78. 

IZtJ~-----l ELEVATION PREDICTION 
MULTIPLIER 

RESTRICTED 
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A-80 

314 

TI BALLISTIC COMPUTER 
to Tf MASTER COUNTER 

Tf 
ALlISTlC 

COMPUTER 

• A·22 

~ 
12 
COUNTER 

OP 1064A 

Loc:ation 

A-SO is under cover 4, to the right of 
the Tf ballistic computer. 

Chec:k 
The Tf master counter and the Tf 
ballistic counter should agree. 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, make 
A-SO slip-tight. Turn the spur gear 
above the clamp until the Tf counter 
in the ballistic computer agrees with 
the Tf master counter. 

Tighten A-SO and recheck. 

l-24 

A-19 • 

~ § 
Tf Tf MASTER 
COUNTER COUNTER 
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Tf MASTER COUNTER 
to RANGE PREDICTlrON MULTIPLIER 

Location 
A-81 is under cover 4, at the lower 
right of the Ti ballistic computer, 
above the Ti counter. 

Check 
Remove leads A and AA from the Ti 
follow-up. 
Turn the power ON. 
Set the Tl counter at 5 seconds (050) 
by turning the shaft line leading to 
the counter. On Mods 8 and 12, set 
TI at 8 seconds (080). 
Wedge the line. 
The lead screw input of the range pre-
dictIon mUltiplier should now be p0-

sitioned so that movement of 1!he 
K (dRs + KIWrR) input rack causes 
no movement of the Rtw' output rack. 
To move the input rack, A-13S must 
be loosened and readjusted later. 
The R2 follow-up gearing indicates 
Rtw' output. 
Make indicating marks on the R 2 
follow-up output gearing. 
Turn the small gear behind A-13S to 
move the input rack from limit to 
limit. 
The indicating marks should remain 
matched. 

Adjustment 
If there is motion of the R2 follow-up 
output gearing, the lead screw input 
can be set approximately as follows: 

Loosen A-SO. 
Remove the wedge. Us~ the inner 
horizontal shaft below the Vi + Pe 
ballistic cam to turn Ti gently in a 
decreasing direction until the lead 
screw reaches its lower limit. Set the 
Tf counter at 99.05. On Mods 8 and 
12, set Ti at 99.21. Make A-S1 slip
tight. Turn the shaft to turn the lead 
screw in an increasing direction until 
the Tf counter reads 5 seconds (050) I 
or S seconds (080) on Mods 8 and 12. 

RESTRICTED 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

SHAFT LINE 
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cR+Rm+Rj 
+KJdRs 

A-BO 

OP l064A 

To refine the adjustment, move the 
input rack from Bmit to limit by turn
ing the gear behind A-13S. Note any 
output on the R2 follow-up output 
~earing. Turn the TI gearing to cor
rect for one hall this output. When 
the multiplier lead screw is at the zero 
position where full travel of the input 
rack produces no output, hold the 
shaft going to the lead screw and reset 
the TI counter at 5 seconds, or 8 sec
onds on Mods 8 and 12. Tighten A-81 
and recheck. ' 
Reconnect leads A and AA. 
Readjust A-135 and A-80. 
Check A-104. 

A-82 VI + Pe BALLISTIC COMPUTER 
to VI + Pe MASTER COUNTER 

Vf+Pe 
MASTER COUNTER 

Vf + Pe COUNTER '''''_~ 
Vf + Pe BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 

SPUR GEAR ----

A·82 

SHAFT ---"";--i 

316 

Location 
A-82 is under cover 4, to the right of 
the Vi + Pe ballistic computer. 
Both V I + Pe counters are under 
cover 4. 

Check 
The Vi + Pe counters should agree. 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, make 
A-82 slip-tight. 
Hold the spur gear above the clamp 
and match the V I + Pe master counter 
to the Vi + Pe ballistic computer 
counter by turning the shaft below 
A-82. 
Tighten A-82 and recheck. 
Check A-83, A-I02, and A-I03. 

RESTRICTED 
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A-83 

location 

Vf + Pe 
COUNTERS 

ASSEMBLY CLAMP 

A-83 is under cover 4, below the 
VI + Pe counter. 

Check 
A-83 should be tight. 

Adjustment 
If A-83 is loose, tighten it. 
Check A-82. . 

READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

VI -1- Pe COUNTER 

A·83 

A~~----------~:7-----------------i~II~ ~--------~i~---------· 

~VI+p.~·~3 
COUNTERS , 
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A-84 

E2 COUNTER 
Tf BALLISTIC 
COMPUTER 
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If BALLIISTIC COMPUTER 
to IE2 MASTER COUNTER 

A-72 

~ 
E2 
MASTER 
COUNTER 

OP 1064A 

Location 
A-84 is under cover 4, to the right of 
the TJ ballistic computer. 

The TJ ballistic computer E2 counter, 
is located to the right of the TJ bal
listic 'cam. 

The E2 master counter is under cover 
4, in the center of the ballistic section 
above A-72. 

Check 
Both E2 counters should agree. 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, turn the 
power OFF. Make A-84 slip-tight. 

Use a gear pusher to turn the spur 
gear above clamp A-84 until the E2 
counter in the TI ballistic computer 
agrees with the E2 master counter. 

Tighten A-84 and recheck. 

A-20 

E2 
COUNTER Tf 

ULLISTIC 
COMPUTER 
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A-as Vf + IPe BALtISTI'C COMPUTEIR 
to E2 MASTER COUNTER 

Ilotation 
A-8S is under cover 4, to the right of 
the VI + Pe computer. 

The Vi + Pe ballistic computer E2 
counter is above A-8S. 

The E2 master' counter is under cover 
4, in the center of the ballistic section 
above A-72. 

Check 
The E2 counters should agree. 

Adjustment 
If the counters do not agree, make 
A-8S slip-tight. 

Turn the spur gear' above the clamp, 
until the counters agree. 

Tighten A-8S and recheck. 

RESTRICTED 
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A-86 Dj DIAL to Dj RECEIVER 

Dj DIAL 

INPUT GEAR 

A·86 

A·86 

, , l _____ ___ _ J 

Dj RECEIVER 

OJ KNOB 
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Location 
A-86 is under cover 2. 

Check 
Turn the power ON. 

Pull the Dj knob OUT. 

OP 1064A 

From the director, transmit 0 deflec
tion spot. 
The Dj follow-up will synchronize at 
its central position. 
The D j dial shou Id read 0 mils. 

Adju,stment 
If the D j dial does not read 0, make 
A-86 slip-tight. Bring the Dj dial to 
o by turning the Dj input gear. 

Tighten A-86, and recheck. 

Check A-SOO. 

Dj DIAL 

L·30 
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A-87 Vj DIAL to Vj RECEIVER 

Location 
A-87 is under cover 2, near the main 
plate of the rear top section. It can 
be reached only from the rear. 

ChtKk 
Turn the power ON. 

Pull the Vj knob OUT. 
From the director, transmit 0 eleva
tion spot. 
The V j dial should read 0 mils. 

Adjustment 
If the V j dial does not read 0 mils, 
loosen A-8 7. 
Bring the dial to 0 mils by turning the 
V j input ·gear. 

Tighten A-87 and recheck 

Check A-50 1. 

Vi KNOB 
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A-88 

Rj INPUT GEAR 

-j 
RECEIVER 

A-89 

322 

Rj COUNT'ERS 10 Rj RECEIVER 

OUT IN 

~ ~ 
A-234 • A-235 

location 
A-88 is under cover 2, under the 
mounting plate to the right of the Rj 
counter, near the deck plate. It is 
reached from the left side of the in
strument. 

Check 
Turn the power ON. 

Pull the Ri. handcrank OUT. 
Transmit Rj from the director. 
The computer Rj counters should 
agree with the director Rj dials. 

Adjustment 
If the Rj counters do not agree with 
the director Rj dials, make A-88 slip
tight. Make the counters agree with 
the director dials by turning the Rj 
input gear. 
Tighten A-88 and recheck. 
Check A-234, A-235. 

Ds INDICATING to Ds MASTER COUNTER 

location 
A-89 is under cover 7. 

The Ds indicating counter is at the top 
of the indicating unit, next to the Ds 
handcrank. 

The Ds master counter is under cover 
8. 

-
Both DB counters should agree. 

RESTRICTED 
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Adjustment 
If the Ds counters do not agree, make 
A-89 slip-tight. 
Turn the power OFF. 
Wedge the output gearing of the Dtw j 
and V J + Pe follow-ups. 
Bring the Ds indicating counter to the 
same reading as the Ds master counter 
by turning the Ds input gear. 
Tighten A-89 and recheck. 

Remove the wedges from the Dtwj 
and V J + Pe follow-up output gearing. 

Check A-198 and A-94. 

A. 198 

o. HANOCRANIC 

D. 
MASTER COUNTER 

DI INDICATING COUNTER 

A-90 SYNC E DIALS to L-ll 

lo(ation 
A-90 is under cover 2, below the right 
half of the sync E dial mask. It can be 
reached through the small access hole, 
after the dial mask is removed. 

L-ll is under cover 6, near the deck 
tilt multipliers. 
The shaft is horizontal, and the lower 
limit is toward the left. .......... 
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l - II 
( BEHIND PLATE) 

SYNC E 
.. NOCRANK \i!rl 

324 

Check 
L w r imit 
Set L at 800'. 

OP 1064A 

Set E at _5 0 with the sync E hand
crank in the CENTER position. Then 
turn the handcrank counterclockwise 
in the OUT position until the limit of 
L-Il is reached. 
The sync E dials should be matched 
at the fixed index. 

imit 
Set L at 3500' . 
Set E at 85 0 with the sync E hand
crank in the CENTER position. Then 
turn the handcrank clockwise in the 
OUT position until the limit of L~ II 
is reached. The sync E dials should 
be matched at the fixed index. 

NOTE: 
There may be a slight overtravel at 
each limit. 

Adjustment 
If the sync E dials do not match at 
the fixed index, at either limit of L-II, 
loosen A-90. 
SHp the sync E dials to the index. 
Tighten A-gO and recheck. 
Check A-91, A-S 1, and A-60. 

TO 
E DIAlS 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-91 DIP DIALS to SYNC ELINE 

Locotion 
A-91 is under cover 2, below the left 
half of the sync E dial mask. 

Set L at 2000' on the computer L 
dials. 
Set E at 0 , with the sync E hand
crank at CENTER. 
Match the sync E dials at the fixed 
index, with the sync E handcrank 
OUT. 
The dip dials should now be posi
tioned with the infinity mark and the 
counterclockwise edge of the broad 
index mark at the fixed index. 

Adjustment 
If the dip dials are not correctly posi
tioned, slip-tighten A-91. 

Use a gear pusher to turn the vertical 
bevel gear at the rear of A-91 until 
the dials read correctly. 

Tighten A-91 and recheck. 

l DIALS OIP OIAlS 

A·~03 

,6.-91 

RESTRIETED 

=':;;;;~i!.--- DIP DIALS 
READING 00 
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A-92 R2 IINDICATING to R2 MASTER COUNTER 

• • 

Tf 
8AlLIMIC ----
COMPUTER 

R2 
MASTER 
COUNTER 

326 

,6, ·74 

R2 
INOICATlNG 
COUNTER 

... -------------- A·22 

Location 
A-92 is on the R2 indicating counter 
shaft. The R2 master counter is un
der cover 4, in the Tf ballistic com
puter. 

Check 
The R2 CouFlter readings should agree. 

Adjustment 
If the R2 indicating counter does not 
agree with the R2 master counter, 
loosen A-92. 
Turn the R2 indicating counter until 
it agrees with the R2 counter in the 
ballistic section. 

Tighten A-92 and recheck. 
Check A-18 in the star shell computer. 

A-18 A-I 

TO 
PARALLAX 
COMPONENT 
SOLVER 

Jr.:! 
MASTER 
COUNTER 

STAR 
SHEll 
RANGE 

RESTR,ICUD 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-93 F INDICATING COUNTER to F TRANSMITTER 

Lo(ation 
A-93 is under cover 2 on the F counter 
shaft. 

Set the F counter at 10 seconds. Use 
the F input gear. 
The F transmitter should be on elec
trical zero. 
Both synchros are on electrical zero 
when the scribe marks on the rotor 
gears match the fixed indexes. 

Adjustment 
If the transmitter is not on electrical 
zero, make A-93 slip-tight. 

Hold the F counter at 10 seconds. 
Turn the F input gear until the trans
mitter is on electrical zero. 

Tighten A-93 and recheck. 
Readjust A-77 and check A-6 7. 

A·77 
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A-94 IDs IN'DICATING COUNTER 
to Ds D'OUBLE-SPEED TRANSMITTER 

Ds 
INPUT GEAR 

o. 
J:=IJ:::==::::§ INPUT 

GEAR 

328 

A·89 

O. 
INDICATING 
COUNTER 

Location 
A-94 is under cover 2, on the Ds indi
cating counter shaft. 

Check 
On Mods 0, 2, and 6, A-94 is an as
sembly clamp. Check that it is tight. 

On other mods, proceed as follows: 
Set the Ds counter at 500 mils. The 
Ds double-speed transmitter should 
be on electrical zero. Both synchros 
are on electrical zero when the scribe 
marks on the rotors match the fixed 
indexes. 

Adjustment 
If both synchros are not on electrical 
zero, make A-94 slip-tight. Hold the 
counter at 500 mils and bring the 
synchros to electrical zero by turning 
the Ds input gear. 

Tighten A-94 and recheck. 
Readjust A-89 and check A-96. 

A-96 A-66 

A 114 
SINGLE SPEED 
TRANSMITIER 

FINE 

DOUBlE·SPEED 
TRANSMITTER 

COARSE 
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READJUSTMENT PROCEDURE 

A-95 Vs INDICATING COUNTER 
to Vs DOUBtE-SPIEED TRANSMITTER 

Location 
A-95 is under cover 2, on the V s coun
ter shaft. 

On Mods 0, 2, and 6, A-95 is an as
sembly clamp. Check that it is tight. 

On other mods, proceed as follows: 
Set the Vs counter at 2000'. Use the 
V s input gear. The V s double-speed 
transmitter should now be on electri
cal zero. Both synchros are on electri
cal zero when the scribe marks on the 
rotors match the fixed indexes. 

Adjustment 
If both synchros are not on electrical 
zero, make A-95 slip-tight. Hold the 
counter at 2000' and bring the syn
chros to electrical zero by turning the 
V s input gear. 

Tighten A-95 and recheck. 
Readjust A-55 and check A-97. 
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